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Dear Colleague: September 2, 1981

I invite you to jOin with the planning cOmmittee and the
Barnard Women's Center in working on "The Scholar and The Feminist IX"
conference. Our purpOse in the first and subsequent meetlngs is to
explore "sexuality" as this year's theme and, through discussion, to
identify the mOst preSsing concerns for feminism. By refining the
theme, defining questions and topics, and selecting appropriate
speakers and workshop leaders, We hope to put together a Conferencewhich Will inform and advance the current debate.

Feminist Work on seXuality starts from the premise that sex is
a SOcial construction which articulates at many points with the
economic, social, and political structures of the material World.
Sex is not a "natural fact." Consisrent feminist interest in sexu_
ality is reflected in journals (Signs, HereSies, M/F) and newspapers,
as well as in recent actiVism on pornography and sexual violence.
All ask questions about the place of sexuality in Our theory and in
our lives. Published materials do not fUlly exhaust the range of
women's experiences; it is likely that women of different Communities
(based on seXual preference, race, class, and ethnicity) have not
only different things to say but different ways they Want to say them.

Some of the questions which have been raised in these works mightinform our first discussion:

How do women get seXual pleasure in patriarchy?
Given the paradox that the seXual domain is a dangerous
one for women, either as an arena of restriction and
repression or as an arena of experimentation and resis_
tance, how do women of various ethnic, racial, and classgroups strateg1ze for pleasure?

What are the points of similarity and difference between
feminist analyses of pornography, incest, and male and
female sexual "nature" and those of the right Wing?
Dare We persist in questioning traditional seXuality
and sexual arrangements in the current Political climate?
If not, When is a "good" time for feminists to do so?
What is the Political Significance of the POsition out_
lines by Betty Friedan, which would jettison gay and
lesbian rights and seXUal nonconformity as issues marginalto feminist goals?
What is the nature of the current conflict bet~een the
"Social purity" and "libertarian" factions in the
feminist community? What can be learned from similar
debates during the first wave of feminism in the 19thcentury?

These are just a fe~ questions. I'm sure YOu've already thoughtof many more,

Looking forward to Seeing you at the first meeting,

Sincerely,

L:arole S. Vance
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INVITATIONAL LETTER 1
In September of 1981, the Academic Coordinator
issued a call for women to work on the planning com-
mittee for The Scholar and the Feminist IX con-
ference.

MINUTES 4-34
Minutes of the planning committee meetings appear
in edited form. They represent actual discussions
which took place between September 1981 and
December 1981. Informal minutes were taken at
every planning committee meeting, for the most part
to note the main points of the discussion for absent
members and to ensure continuity from one meeting
to the next. Minutes were written immediately after
each meeting for rapid distribution, especially when
the committee stepped up its meeting schedule to
once a week. During this period, the Diary was not
yet imagined, and the minutes were unselfconscious-
Iy written for the planning committee alone.

PERSONALS 9,25,41,71,72
Statements from members of the planning commit-
tee.

CONCEPT PAPER 38-40
The Concept Paper distills and summarizes the main
points of the planning committee's ongoing discus-
sions. It guided speakers and workshop leaders In
regard to the conference's perspective.

OPENING SESSION 42

WORKSHOPS 44·67
Each workshop leader was asked to provide a
description of her workshop, a postcard illustratlon
with a brief inscription, and bibliographic sugges·
tions for future reading on her topic.

CLOSING SESSION 68

43,48,49,54,55
60,61,69,70
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Jane Gould welcomed the committee and introduced this year's academic coor-
dinator, Carole S. Vance. Carole stated that in light of the current controver-
sy about pornography in the feminist community, sexuality is a particularly
timely and appropriate topic. Furthermore, it is an issue of central concerntofeminist theory...

Individual introductions were followed b",questions and comments in response
to the issues raised in the introductory letter. Initial points were:
1) How do women get sexual pleasure in patriarchy given that if women venture
out of the restrictive limits of patriarchy they are punished?
2) What is the relationship between the political, economic, and social struc-tures and one's sexuality?
3) Does the identity of "femininity" cut across one's choice of object, sexualpreference, and specific behavior?
4) What is the structure, function, and development over time of taboo?
5) Why has sexual violence become a feminist issue since the 1970' s? ,
6) Has the issue of heterosexism replaced sexism as the focus of fem1n1stdebate?
7) Why do the criteria for determining whether artistic representation is or is
not sexua~ vary from ~ne m~dium to another and change over t~me? , rl
~~ W~at 1~ the re~at1onsh1p between sexual ity and reproduc t ion , par-ticule Y

e h1Stor1cal den1a1 of sexual aspects of reproduction? .
9) If~a~ some say, sexuality is a social construction, can the "social cO~b_
structlOn be removed? If so, what remains? A natural sexual ity? In the in-sence of bi 1'· . . seems 1. a 10 oglZed and 1ntrinsic sexual nature social cons truct ion t beeV1tab1e, a~though its form and content may vary.' Therefore, sexua 1ity mus
~~de~stood 1n r~lationship to social structure. . l'ntothe is-) ow can we.1ncorporate the heterosexual and lesbian prob1emat1csues and quest10ns we raise?
1 ~ollowing general comments there was some discussion about th~ po~ent1~lt~~-

PfOSl~eness of a conference on sexuality given the current po1ar1zat1on hem1n1st community 0 th ., f 1t that t eto ic ' , n e l~sue of pornography. However, many e. . theseis~ues1S too 1mportant to d1smiss at this time, and that in grapp11ng w1thrsonsuggest~~ ~hg~t to try to move beyond the level of current debate. one.p:t Vio-lence A . a we structure the conference so that women from Women Aga1n d
North A~a1~st Women (WAVAW) are asked to discuss pleasure and sexua1it~ an ce
and sexu:~lcanlM~n/B~y Love Association (NAMBLA) is asked to discuss v}Ol~nthat
many femini:~~ ~1~at1on: The~e was considerable discussion ab~u~ the ~~e anti-
pornograph movea rema1ned sllent about their doubts or OPPOS1t10n to thetic to
the anti-p~rno rme~t. Why.are so many grass roots women's groups ~ymbatween theanti-pornogr ~ a~dY Campa1gn and why now? What is the re1ationsh1p e

A ap y 1 eology and women's sexua 1 and economi c 1ives? ,nother iSsue di . sand st-1ence among h t scussed was that of the intense se1f-consc1ousnes 1
pleasure It

e erosexua1 women in recent years, particularly about pers~n~e foS-
tered a ~Plit ~~s sugge~te? that inadvertently the movement itself may taiS
pleasurable fo bour th1nk1ng about what is politically correct and ~had that
"egalitarianis~" oth ga:(and straight women. The possibility was ra1se"correet"
and "incorrect." as an 1deo10gy may have dictated which pleasures were
4

. n about the absence of an appropriate 1an-Throughout, several V01C~d ~o~~er this might hamper our analysis. Further-
guage to discuss p1easure,an w.e e~ pleasure within the boundaries of the
more, could we hand~e.a d1SCUSS1on 0 h' h is heavily intellectual?
Scholar and the Femlnlst conf~ren~e,.w lC in discussing the issue of sexuality

Others remarked about the1r d1ff1~U1~Yt or ignorance about the current is-
because of internal and/or social r~~ ra~~a~ talking about sexuality, and not
sues and de~ates. There1is1 n01qu~~u~~~ tension, hesitancy and anxiety.even at a h1gh1y persona eve,

....
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Carole described briefly the nature and development of her interest in the

topic of sexuality. Following the round-robin method, each member described her
responses to the first meeting and thoughts during the intervening week: com-
ments flew thick and fast.

-A recent workshop on sexuality at the Communist University in London was
dominated by the "politics of rage," not just an expression of anger, but the
embodiment of the anti-intellectual premise that thought is not necessary to pol-
itical action; feeling will suffice. This is a heritage of feminism.

-Important and interesting topics for further discussion: the question of
"political correctness" in sexuality; the links between sexual "political cor-
rectness" and other forms of "political correctness" both on the Left and the
Right; the silence of heterosexual women and reasons for it; implications of
celibacy.

-What do we mean by "sexuality"? What is sexual? How can we have a confer-
ence without defining what it means? Who determines sexuality and for whom?
Is all pleasure sexual? Is all sexuality pleasurable? What is the relationshipbetween the two?

-Are th,:issues mentioned at our first meeting specific to a particular ~o~ort
or seneratton ?f women? Examples: the issue of orgasm (difficulty in obtalnlng
an or9asm; vag1nal versus clitoral) was a larger one for women over forty thanfor nlneteen year olds today.
'f:What i~ sex~ality? Is it defined by specific organs (the genitals) or spe-

c~ lC phYS1o1og1cal reactions? This definition would have no room for the pros-
tttute , who may be experiencing 1ittle or no "sexual" sensation yet the act is
surel~ a sexua~ one i-nsome respects. '
h -Wlthout be1ng totally utopian, what are feminists' expectations for sexualc ange?

-In our dislike of biologic~l
reductionism, have we been unwlll-
ing to consider biological or phys-
iological features of'sexual re-
sponse? What about Masters and to
Johnson's work? Is it an error
think there is an irreducible phyr
ica1 bedrock to all or some sexua
experience?-Are we going to focus exclu- 1't? Scy'sively on genital sexua~l y'l the
la and Charybdis: sex 1S on,Y 1
most orgasm-directed and gen1~a
behavior which leads to talklng
about little but technique ver~~~.
such a broad definition of sdex

, inc 1u esity/sensua lity that tt 1~. ussionseeing a good movie. A ~sc exam-
fo11owed with the fo 11OWlng1, e, 'de Inple offered as a rough gU1 1ity
for our group: maternal sexUa

would include women's specifically sexual response to nursing and issues of
sexuality between mothers and daughters but would not include viewing nurtur-
ance as a generalized form of sexuality.

-In the current debates within the feminist community and with the New Right,
the issue ~ genital sexuality. The conference must address this issue.

-Why and how is human culture the agent of sexual repression?
-We need to include infant sexuality, which surely is continuous to some de-

gree with adult experience.
-Observe the following contrast: feminists explain why women can't get any

pleasu~e in patriarchy, at the same time a popular literature proliferates in-
struct1ng women on how to get sexual pleasure. Who is buying these books? Are
women succeeding in obtaining pleasure? If so, why don't we-know much about
their experience? On the other hand, who writes these books and, more general-
ly, what does "popul ar culture" represent?

-What is the relationship between lesbian separatists and the anti-pornogra-
phy movement? Do both groups share a vision of a world made safe for women?
Why was "violence against women" (campaigns against rape, battering and incest)
superseded by "women against pornography" (campa igns aga inst pornographi c visua 1
representation)?

-The anti-pornography movement poses a problem regarding male sexuality, in
that it is presented as "naturally" different from that of women. If so, what
is to be done?

-Feminists' criticism of psychoanalysis and psychodynamic explanations has
led to throwing the baby out with the bathwater. Feminists need to give more
attention to psychological dynamics.

-What is the relationship between gender and sexuality? Why are women at-
tracted to men? What creates attraction? Why women are attracted to women
s,:ems evident (Chodorow, Dinnerstein). What causes the exclusivity of attrac-
t10~ ~o men or women? Where does that leave bisexuals who are really violating
a r1g1d dichotomy? Do sanctions against bisexuality (not only by moralists,
but by those who find them politically disloyal) illustrate the point that ta-
boo is always present in some form,
even though it may move around from
one area to another? Why do we in
our categories always construct bi-
nary oppositions (female/not male)?
(See Levi-Strauss, Mary Douglas.)

-The Women Against Pornography
(WAP) Times Square tour featured a
porno supermarket, the ultimate in
capitalist production, display and
consumption. What is the relation-
ship between capitalism and sex-
uality? Pornography in past cen-
turies had been the prerogative of
the elite; now it is available to
all for democratic consumption.

-Can one say anything good about
capitalism? It permitted women,
especially daughters, to get out of
the family. It permitted the for-
mation of sexual minorities.
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-Sex as a commodity is a wonderful capitalist invention. If people are in-
satiable, it is due to an ever-expanding market. What are recent developments
in the marketing of sex for lesbians and gay men? What is the future of the
women's porno market? (See video disc, sex toy parties at home, etc.) Do we
believe that people are insatiable?

-A theory about sexuality and capitalism: people have been aroused, al-
thoUg~ they remain.un~atisfied; hence, they suspect something better is out
there. they are wllllng to learn, spend, or whatever to obtain it.

-The.relation~hip between mother and daughter in reality and in metaphor.
Mother 1 ~ the VOlce of caution: "stay inside, the worl dis dangerous, men will
get you. The daughter can comply (good girl) or resist (bad girl). Ironic-
ally, mother ~as sometimes right and daughter falls into traps laid by men.
What do we think of the "bad girl": resistance heroine? fool? slut? How is
the mother/daughter ~ialogue being replayed in the anti-pornography movement?

-C~n women,.espe~lal~y.feminists, admit getting pleasure, or do we have too
much lnveste~ ln malntalnlng a victim stance?

-Hypoth:t~c~l situation: a person can only obtain sexual gratification
t~rough utlllzlng a fantasy which she or others finds "incorrect " a source of
~fl~com~ort,let's say a rape fantasy. Should this person renoun~e sexual grat-
1 teat ton or seek it? ("St 1 b d' .r ,,' . a e rea 1s better than noth ing when you're hun-
dg.Yfftheory.) What sexual accomodations do we expect? In fact we respond
1 erently t thi . .,MOl s story, depend ing on whether the person is male or female.
etn.ra?pe,women do not, etc. What is the relationship between fantasy andac lon.

-Sexuality is experl' d bW ence as oth power and powerl essness.
Sio~.e need to addr:ss questions of pleasure and pain in sexuality. One dimen-

. good sex avallable at the cost of reduced self-esteem.

READINGS
Gossett, Hattie."introand 10 takes."
Heresies Sex Issue #12 (1981),PPc·1h5-18:eHollibaugh,Amber and Moraga, em:"What We're RollinAround in Bed With.
Sexual SilencesinFeminism: A conve~:;lionToward Ending Them." Heresies
Issue #12 (1981),pp. 58-62. . "Nestle Joan. "Butch-Fem RelationshipS.
Sexual'Courage in the Fifties."Heresies
Sex Issue #12 (1981),pp.21-24. dWebster, Paula. "pornography a~
Pieasure."Heresies Sex Issue #12 (198),
pp. 48-51. I theWillis. Ellen. "Lust Horizons: VS'llageWomen's Movement Pro-Sex?" I

Voice,June 17,1981.

The committee asked many more questions than it could possibly
begin to answer, or find "experts" to address. Nevertheless the
questioning was itself valuable.

One issue not overtly raised was that of the difficulties of a
common lesbian and heterosexual feminist discussion of sexuality.
Avoiding debate by assuming that an issue is recognised, and
being recognised, settled, is not necessarily a good tactic.
The debate goes on.

Julie L. Abraham

,

I1Y 3ec~ET PE5/.eE wtf5 TOWl./rE IN II Pee50!{IfL PlAty
YET WlIE,ee cOOL/) I WtlTE WHitT I WANTED

BOT III II PIAn tssr NtlST BE t¥APe fMUC.?

WlTIi I/(/Cf! /.tJlJE TO ''IV coUA8oeATO,e5 liND TII/5 OIA£Y /k/i"ql"

Why talk about "sexuality" and not "sex"? At the beginning,
we had trouble even defining "sexuality" so that we could work
with it. For me, sexuality is inseparable from its representation
(visual, linguistic, psychic). We can only talk about sex
across culturally-given metaphors that encode the dominant
ideology, that mediate our own "experience" and are embedded in
the very words we have to use because there are no others (yet).
To say "sexuality," not "sex", is to acknowledge that our
perspectives are partial.

1M. Altman

\)e(~ "--ru.-v\- of k ~~'''it "'1AAiMI'\t,.0 ~ prov0Jd YWJU~(F r IIAL do
"te y\))w.- i'w-f ov'\r;Mt- (Q'}\ V\l'ctiLMl aJJ,.~ k. f~Vic.U) ~o\ i-\icwq<!lMM ITt I 'iD t-io..l I ~~CJ.
UMcI. eccCldeM\ ic f"h 'i CJ 11Wi'\ If& - d~12)oyuj'

HETEROPHILIA: ITS CAUSES ANO CURES
A pioneering conference that removes the stigma from heterophilia by considering it as a
clinical entity in the light of the most recent research. Originated and planned by the
192 St. John's Place Research Institute; Tee Corinne, concept; Alma Routsong, Frances Doughty,
Tee Corinne, panels. THE SOCIAL WORLO OF THE HETEROPHILIAC: WHAT HETEROPHILIACS DO IN THE
OAYTIME A CUREO HETEROPHILIAC: A CASE STUDY HORMONE IMBALANCES IN HETEROPHILIA PRO-
BLEMS OF SELF-CONTEMPT AMONG HETEROPHILIACS DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MALE ANO FEMALE HETEROPHILIA
Closing Ceremony: Gala Banquet--The conference will feature reports from four heterophiliacs
themselves: men and women who have the conscience and courage to appear, disguised by paper
bags, as witnesses to the agony of heterophilia in today's society. Frances Doughty

9
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ques~~o~;t:~~t~~~c~~s:~t~culate feminist ~lslons of sexuality we raised many

-Was the "sexual revolu~~~~~ range of i ssues and topics:
widespread celibacy among wom ~ f~aud for feminists? How do we interpret

-Is monogamy a suppressione~f urlng ~he early days of the movement?
sex~alization" in lesbiani (. sexuallty? What ac~olJnts. for the recent "de-
socia] choice rather th sm l.e., emphas is on lesb ian ism as a political and

~I~ it Pos~ible the g:~/:t~:~ual, erotic one)? .
femlnl~ts backed off from the is~ht controver~y was so emotionally loaded that
as ~ hlghly abstract, political i~~ 0; sexua l t ty, or chose to confront sexuality

Are these two p 't' ue.se l' OSl lons--advocating fxua tty and sexual coercion ree sex versus attempts to controlmale
. .-What are the similarities --resp?nses which are defensive?
inists in the 19th century a dand ~lfferences between sexual debates among fem-
erosexual ~omesticity in fav~r n~w. ~n the 19th century, the rejection of het-
~~ther PUrltanical attitude t 0 dsocta l ~nd professional autonomy led to a
bough other feminists alliedow~~h ~exuallty on the part of many feminists, al-

a out pornography seem to I'll free love" movements. Recent discussions
-How did women's .rep,;at those early debates.

sexuality? emanclpatlon as a political movement become connected with
-Feminist .cou l' Vlews of sexualityr P lng sexuality with bein "presen~ed by the women's health movement: in

~a~se~ts female sexuality asg"phe~l~hY and having children, the health movement
mal: ealth.movement would mostOsltlVe" and "nature l ." Does the fact that a.sexua1lty to be funda probably be unlmaginable suggest that we belleve
t -What do we mean by commentally not benign and not natural?
Vlhecurrent power structurePulsory pleasure? Isn't this a contradiction? Givence of men? F ' must women's 1 . h er-. or example d sexua pleasure always be in t e s .

, 0 orgasms by females in a heterosexual relationshlP
merely affirm male power?

-Wha t prevents men and women
from having pleasure? Doesn't.the
current social structure discnm-
inate against men also? It was •
agreed that we need to read mor~
about male sexuality but there 1s
a lack of good research.

-Why does it seem as if auto~-
omy and nurturance are in OppOS1-
tion for both men and women? HoW
is this acted out in sexuality?

-For some heterosexual and les-
bian women, the ideology "the per-
sonal is the political" started
out as 1iberating but became re-. per-pressive, as women felt thel~ . ed
sonal lives were being scrutwlZ
and judged by others. . . he-How can we insure wlthln t
movement a kind of pluralism V1S-a-

vis sexuality? It was suggested there must be a continual dialectic between
feminist theory and personal behavior, without degenerating into policing our
own and others' behavior.-We need to further understand lesbianism as political and/or sexual. For
example, in the early days of the movement, separatist ideology proposed that
all women are or could be gay; how then do we respond to heterosexual women who
in fact discovered they are not gay? How do we respond to the fact that many
gay women did come from a background in which they were heterosexual and ex-
tremely unhappy?-How have the mores of lesbian sexuality changed from one generation to the
next? For example, many in the younger generation opt for S/M with less con-
flict, or find it imaginable that self-defined lesbians have sex with men.

-Lesbian feminists have made tremendous gains: never before have so many
women come out and has lesbianism been a political issue .

-On the issue of political correctness: no one feels politically correct.
Who is politically correct? What is a politically correct sexual line?

-It is difficult to discuss sexual desire: risk of judgement; discussion
becomes over-intellectualized and is not body-centered; possibility of feeling
restrained unless one is in an atmosphere of intimacy and trust.

-In discussing sexuality there is a fine line between theorizing and setting
norms.-We need to have a conference which moves back and forth between the per-
sonal and the theoretical: on the one hand, depersonalized theorizing, barren
of any personal referent, may be a defense against uncertainty and anxiety gen-
erated by the lack of an immediate answer to pressing questions; on the other
hand, the revelation of personal experience, divorced from insight and theory,
may lead to unwitting affirmation of gender roles.-We need to know more about the variety of women's actual experiences. Pre-
sent theory is based on our very narrow range of information about each other.
Can the conference allow more information about the diversity of women's ex-
perience to emerge?

-Is it possible to have a "value
free" space? Can sexual ity ever be
discussed apart from values?

READINGS
lorde, Audre. "Uses of the Erotic as
Power." Take Back The Night, ed. laura
lederer. New York: William Morrow and
Co., 1980, pp. 295·300.
Rich, Adrienne. "Afterword." Take Back
The Night, eo. laura lederer. New York:
William Morrow and Co., 1980, pp.
313·320.
Shulman, Alix Kates. "Sex and Power:
Sexual Bases of Radical Feminism."
Signs 5, NO.4 (Summer 1980),pp. 590-604.
Walker, Alice. "A letter of the Times." Ms.
X, NO.4 (1981),pp.63·64.



DEARD TUES.OCI20
"What does sexuality mean?" is still a question. How do we define it?

How can we put put on a conference, if we haven't defined it? Have we ap-
proached it too narrowly, treating it as a thing apart from the whole of women'slives?

Some have said that in our discussions there has been too much attention to
experience and the personal, while others claim there has been too little. Is
it possible we us~ these terms to mean different things? Let's clarify fir~t,
rather than.assumlng th~ other possibility that we are arrayed along a contln-
uum of valulng/not valuinq personal and experiential data and our sense of too
much/too little is simply a function of where we stand on'that continuum.

Sexuality is an inte~section of many levels of experience, political ~nd
~ersonal. We come to this material trained in a particular discipline, wi th
ltS ow~ methods ~nd concepts, aimed at one of a number of possible levels of
~nalYSls or dom~ln~.. It is unlikely that anyone of us succeeded in integrat-
lng all these dlSclpllnes. It may be unrealistic to look for the magic speakers
to perform the.integration of personal/social. It is more realistic to think
!hat.the p~annlng committee can move toward an integration by thrashing it out
in dlscus~lOns. T~e vision of the conference is to move beyond the "equal re-
presentatlOn".of dlfferent disciplines toward the presentation of an integrated
way to.recognlZe the simultaneous significance of all the factors (levels of
analyslS). We're unlikely to achieve it, but it's important to try.
h A br~ef report was given by a few members who attended the discussion at

~a~i~~~blanoH~r~tory Archives on "Censorship, Pornography, Feminism, and Sex-
. on Coer 16, 1981. The meeting was attended by a wide variety of

~/~enfe ~o~en concerned about violence and pornography, lesbians involved in
mea~in mlnlst pornographers and others. Some comments: is it possible that the
tice if ~f S,M can only be understood when the question of the "right" to p;,ac(-
practice ~~ t~en seen ~s a separat~ guestion? The concentration o~ "r~gh!S t~o
thO k b be consldered a legltlmate lesbian feminist) makes lt dlfflcult
so~~ w~m~~\othe~ guestions. What is the meaning of being a "sexual outlaw".as
around b k~entlfled themselves? What does it mean to organize your sexuallt~
not onlyr~a ~~g taboos? The discussion raised important points about censorshlP,
about the ~o e state a~d other external bodies, but also by the self. What
but also in i~eo~ t~e.Rlght and Left, not only in the political scene,at large,
ments about fe . ~m~nlst movement? A woman made a number of interestlng com-
labels initial~ln~s .p~rnography and the need to appropriate for ou~se1ves te
an environment ~ore~/l~~ve. What ha~ occu~red in the lesbian commun:ty to c~e~ies
of power and . Is one of ltS maln attractions about crosslng boun a
taken in and'0~~r~~p~hs~bolica11Y, of gender? The meaning of, sexual symbols,

We have side-ste elr nor~a1 context, is interesting as well. ,
assume only men feelPped th]elSsue ~f women's aggression in sexuallty. Do we
12 sexua aggreSSlon?

The sexual fringe groups have an interes!ing feature: .thet know what gives
them pleasure and they are systematically gOlng about gettlng It. That should
give us pause. The appeal of indicati~g sexual desire via hand~erc~ief co1?r is
its forthrightness and aura of automatlc pleasure. Contrast thlS wlth the In-
ability of some women to figure out what gives them sexual pleasure, let alone
communicate this to others .
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Despite their many points of disagreem~nt, S/~ ~nd Wome~ Against ~ornography
(WAP) are concerned with structure: S/M, ln p~o~ldlng stt1:zed and hlgh1y
structured sexual interactions; WAP, in prescrlblng a po11tlca11y acceptable
framework for sex. 5/M may gain ground in the lesbian feminist community, be-
cause a vacuum exists. Perhaps the bravado and excitement of coming out on S/M
replaces the no longer attainable excitement of coming out as ~ 1es~ian in.the
feminist co~munity 10 years ago. S/M mat have grea! appeal, ~lnce lt provldes
clear boundaries (the top, the bottom) wlth approprlate behavlors for each.

•

There is a vacuum about sexuality evident in feminists' the~ry and ou~ lives.
The feminist movement is in a political crisis, in part.concernlng sex~allty.
The Right has proposed a comprehensive theory of sexuallty and the femlnlst re-
sponse has been lacking.
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We began discussing Rosalind Petchesky's article "Antiabortion, Antifeminism,

and the Rise of the New Right." The article describes important features of the
New.Right: support for a return to the traditional family and opposition to
soc1al welfare under the banner of privatization of many aspects of life.

We discussed the attack on abortion as an attack on all women, regardless of
sexual pref~rence. At heart, feminism has tried to separate, or make possible
the separ~t1on bet~een, sexuality and reproduction. The Right wants to join
these ag~ln, reducinq women to ~epr~ductive animals. As such, it is an attack
on.w~men.s autonomy and an erad1catlOn of our sexuality. Diminished access to or
el1mlnat1on of legal abortion also divides heterosexual and lesbian women since
h~terosexuals ar~ more easily placed into the breeding animal category, a~d di-
vtdes women of different class groups, since some women will still have optionsregarding abortion while others do not.

One important feature of th t' .agers'/daughte ' e an 1-abort1on movement is its attack on teen-
the control Ofr~h acces~ to abortion; its goal is to put daughters back under
"children" Th e patrlarchal father. In this context, teenagers are called
issue, as'well ~sc~~c~r~ha~~u~ children:s.sexuality is reflected in the abor!ion
has become an issue 0 0 19 t an~ femln:st commentaries on "childporn," Wh1Ch
is a buzzword desig u~ ~f proport1on to 1tS occurrence in the porn market and
the abuse and'exPloi~~t'oo s~t ~~erYOne.off. Yet we are also concerned about
Right's concern with r1 no. c 11dren 1n all .realms, sexuality included. :he
the abortion issue a~ ~~er~l~g t~e presumed 1nnocence of children returns 1n
serving of protection Fe .e.us 1S presented as a child, i.e., an innocent de-
sexuality themselves.' em1n1sts have not confronted the issue of childhood

. Although the Right and
at10n of their material onsexual violence.
14

feminists disagree in so many ways, a close examin-
sexuality shows both share the concern about male

A question related to childhood sexuality, heterosexuality, and ~ge-discrep-
ant relations is: how do you view power relations? Some analys~s V1ew them as
overwhelming destroying any possibil ity of choice or pleasure (l.e., "50 percent
of married w~men go to bed in fear each night"). Do we believe this? Do~s this
correspond to our experience? Your understanding of the effect of powe~ 1mbal-
ance would seem to determine your view of adult-child sex, heterosexual1ty, S/M.

f 1 II II II all?In a situation of power imbalance, can the less power u ever say yes or n .
Ironically, the Right campaign to protect the innocent confers eno~mou~ power

on the protector. The powerless innocent, safe in the bosom of the pr1vat1zed
family, is completely at the mercy of the empowered protector.

The Right embodies an interesting inconsistency in re~ard to children:
they are at the same time innocents to be pro~ected.and ~lttle.savages re-
quiring careful socialization to suppress the1r ant1-soc1al dr1ves.

Picking up on the theme of power relations, what.ab~ut infants' a~d mothers'
reciprocal experience? How does that ~ear on sexual1t~. The m~th~r 1S the slave
to the infant's demands; yet to the Ch1ld, the mother 1S the Ch1ld s master.

READINGS
Petchesky, Rosalind Pollack. "Antiabortion, Antifeminism, and the Rise of the New Right." Feminist
Studies 7, NO.2 (Summer 1981),pp. 206·246.
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We continued last week's discussion of the New Right with the question: what is
the appeal of the Ne~ Right to women in sympathy with it? Sympathizers feel
that, as ?ld protectlons for women have broken down, men have benefited from
the women s movement. Women fear male sexuality and the threat of sexual anar-
chy, a spectre of male abandonment, rape, and pillage. The women's movement has
weakened the old bargain.women could establish with men: if they were "good,"
men,would pro~e~t.t~em; lf they were "bad," men would violate them. By reducing
men s responslbllltle~ as protectors, women may feel more vulnerable. The old

bar~a~n opposed. safety and freedom; women on the right and some
femlnlsts questlon whether freedom is a prudent choice, if it
reduc;s sa:et~. The old bargain is still a potent force inwomen s thlnklng and actions. ~J

How ~o Right groups react to a how-to book which instructs its
m~rrled fem~le readers to titillate their husbands while defer-
rln~ to ~helr authority 1ike The Total Woman? There is probably

but tt . t a dlVerslty of reaction. The book seems like a total aberration,lS an a tempt to incorporat .. .uality into marri . th ~ ~ome aspects of anarchi c or exctt tns sex-
bands must be ent~gedl~ e recognltlon that domesticated sex is boring and hus-
"good" woman can ~~e. 0 stay at home. These books attempt to redefi ne what.the
on women pleasin in marrlage and marital sex; however, the emphasis is still
Lillian Rubin's 6 m~n rath~r than e~ploring their own sexual autonomy and agency.
women who feel hU~~ ~o~talns some lnteresting material on white working-class
"1iberated" directlan ~ ~ressure to expand thei r own sexua 1 behavi or in more
"good" woman beh ~ons;bWlves are uncertain whether thi sis withi n the sphere ?f
is interesting, ~~l~~~t ~~ are re:uctant to alienate their husbands. C?smop?l~ta!
plays of cleavage on th 1 recognlZe~ women's sexual subject-hood, desplte dlse cover and tlPS on pleasing men.
Traditional women are fri ht . .getting rewarded (by OOdg· ened,.ln that lt seems that the prodigal women are.
moreover, traditionalgwom JO~S'lh:gh.pay, esteem, autonomy) while they ar~ not,
ent in their lives Th en ee lt lS too late for them to do anything dlffer-
has not operated f~irlY~Y are trapped, and the system of rewards and punishments
What is the position of wO' .
Women in significant posit~en l~ th~ Rlght Wing? We can distinguish between
roots. An additional dist~ons.ln Rlght organizations and women in the grass '5
necessary: a sUbstantial lnc~lon between hard and soft core Right Wing.wome~ ~
are ambivalent and confus ~um er 0: women do not directly support the Rlght u
have always been two the e ,.espec:a:ly about issues of abortion. WhY? There
ences. Abortion moves imes ln :emln:sm: to minimize or maximize sex dlf:er- _
moves the burden of unco~tthe dlrectlon of minimizing differences, since lt re
t~em on more equal footin ro:led reproduction from women and in that way puts
dlfferences, and also pi ~ Wlth men. The anti-abortion movement maximizes sex
women, subject as the c s up the theme of the old bargain' men must protect
16 yare to uncontrolled pregnancy, women 'must also protect

themselves by not inciting and by controlling male sexuality (i.e., by being
"good"). The reason for the Right organizational success was discussed: fanat-
ically dedicated minority, well-funded, church backing, and ability to play on
the ambivalence of many women, at least to the degree that women's defense of
their own right to abortion has been weak. Argument followed. Some think that
the hesitant defense results from framing abortion as an issue of health rather

u- "!ill. than sex and freedom .. Radical ve:su~ centrist ta~tics a:e. rele-
, " '0'" ' vant here: do you galn more by f indfnq a compromlse pos t tton ,ij¥~ not too offensive, or by finding the radical position, offenilve

# 4[ • but a1so compe lling for others to act. '.__ ' ,-'
~~_~;~we turned to the development of the violence-against-women and

anti-pornography movements. We are currently at the point of
complete conflation of sex and violence. How did this begin in

, '~~!~ feminism? The women's movement linked rape and violence early;
theoreti ca 1 work suggested that rape was a politi ca1 act, whi ch terrot'ized all
women and kept them in their place. Early efforts concentrated on the conse-
quences of rape: legal and hospital reforms re treatment of victims, counseling
programs, etc. Susan Brownmiller's book shifted the focus to the cause of rape,
in that it suggested men raped because they had the ability to do so, an unsat-
isfying explanation as well as an ahistorical one. The rape movement at certain
points shifted the focus from male supremacy as a system to individual men, and
further suggested that all men were or could be rapists. Sexual harassmen~, sex-
ual intrusion, sexist advertising, all acts of male supremacy, were symbollzed
as rape. This lumping was a common (il)logical technique in Left analysis in
the 60's and 70's, not unique to feminism.
The question of continuum versus slippery slope came up repeatedly: are these
acts arrayed on a continuum with no necessary progression from one to another,

r---~~~~~--'or does each small act lead to the extreme, to rape, for example?
The question of transformation was also a prominent ~heme: fem-
inist work transformed rape from a sexual act to a vlolent act.
Pornography leads to rape; a metaphor of all male sexual~

Women Against Pornography (WAP) in some ways heightens women s
fears of male violence and male danger. Danger lurks everywhere.
Men are irredeemable. No political or structural change is pos-
sible in regard to men's essential nature. Those who have heard

--~W7.A~P~l-ec-t~u-r~e~s-a-n~dpresentations said their techniques were shameless and demago-
gic' there was no room for alternative interpretation or contradiction. They
car~fullY selected pornographic material to screen out images not in keeping
with their interpretative scheme (dominatrixes, for example).

n .. _-.....

What about Irene Diamond's article? Is is true that pornography is associated
with rape and perhaps causal? What is the evidence? In reality, men do rape
women and newspapers report grotesque stories and crimes of male violence. How-
ever, the empirical evidence Diamond pre~e~ts ~s f:imsy. There are.not adequ~te
data to settle the issue. Diamond also JOlns ln wlth the conservatlve analysls:
male sexual nature is violent and must be controlled. By contrast, radical an-
alysis suggests male sexual nature is the product of a repressive society, which
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can be altered only by the elimination of sexism and the increase in women's
freedom. Increasing women's freedom, and by extension men's freedom, makes
women vulnerable during a time of transition. The issue is freedom versus safe-
ty; there's no quick solution for the problems associated with increased free-
dom. Is there violence in less sexually repressive cultures? Yes, there is

.a~pl~ evidence ~f rape,.although this hardly contravenes the previous thesis
linktnq repression to violence since "less sexually repressive" societies still
have various forms of sexual control as well as sexism.
We ke~p coming back to.sexuality and violence. An interesting article reported
that in a rape counselinq center, where counselors insisted rape was not sexual,
trouble ~nsued since clients believed rape at some level was sexual. We are
,;onfr~nt1ngthe crossing and recrossing of sexual ity and violence; they are not
~dent~cal, yet there is a relationship between them. The conference needs to
1dent1fy the ~la,;es!n our culture where they cross, as well as the places where
they can be d1stlngulshed, since we've already agreed that gross lumping is nothelpful.

The them~tic questi~n of whether or not we should be minimizing or maximizing
~exual d~f~e:e~ces ~s relevant again. Most recent feminism has been built
ar~~nd mlnlml:lng dlffere~ces (as through abortion). But the powerful taboo
$ ~nst crosslng gender llnes may cause people to waver about continued mini-

~1~1~7f The recent experimentation and controversy within feminism about
m~l~ e~m~~ and.S/M can be seen as maximizing (an attempt to reproduce male/fe-
tasie~ jaS~O~~~lPS among women) or.minimizing (women have these wishes and fan-
minimizi~ 1 e m~n~-~e are not.dlfferent). We need to examine the issue of
world andgw~~~imaxlmlzlng, both.ln our political relationship to the larger
the crossing ov~ ou~ own co~munlty. It will be difficult for women to untangle
socialization torfo .s~x~al1ty and violence as long as they uphold their ownemlnlmty.
The society is gynephobi S . in-tensified form of gynePh~b' ornesald what appears in pornography is only an. ra, perhaps the strongest weapon to legitimate the

~p~r~sslO~ of women; others, that concentrating on pornographY 11
i~s 19nonng abortion isn't practical; still others said that a

~es must be addressed, since they are related Some agreed,
saYlng that any feminist attack on pornography i~ a mistake.•
~~~~~k~e~~~hors: w~en is a metaphor a metaphor? When does i~s
the differe rea~ thlng? How does representation work? Wha}._
tional acconce etween a newspaper account of a rape and a lC

fantasy about a rape? In un~ ~f a rape; a porno account of a rape and our
tions and how they w~rk? ~~d~t~on, what do we need to know about representa~ _
portant kind of missing'dat a. ata are missing? Which are important? One l~iC
materials. The absence of ~h~s men's.acc?unt of their reactions to pornog~apas
uncomfortab1e by pornogra h 1S ma ten all s stri king. Yet some men are rnae de
to confront their "bad" / r·as WOmen: they don't want to be remi nded and ~a nt
these feelings and learn ~~ lni~ and t~oughts. Why are some willing to con ~_
knowledge? om em, Whlle others want to shut out painful se
18

Is it possible that abortion on the Right and pornography among feminists func-
tions in similar ways as a metaphor? To the Right, abortion is a metaphor for
moral turpitude (sexual licentiousness, no reverence for life); to some femin-
ists, pornography is a metaphor for moral turpitude and repulsion (male violence,
gynephobia). There are other parallels as well: the likelihood that if out-
lawed both practices will not be eliminated, but go underground. In each case,
powerful emotions are aroused by these metaphors. We need to understand more
about the content of the powerful and irrational material drawn on by the Left
and Right. There are other parallels in the style of both activist groups: reli-
ance on visual material to shock, no subtlety in discussion, no ambiguity, use
of the slippery slope approach (abortion is the Holocaust, pornography is rape);
the stripping away of context. Both are authoritarian in relationship to the

audience. A facinating workshop or audio-visual event: simul-
taneous showing of WAP and Right-to-Life slide shows. Actually,
the ultimate meeting of these two groups is in the recently heard
analysis that "abortion is violence against women~"

One recollection of the WAP tour is that viewers were supposed
to be disgusted by the slides. One women said some material
turned her on; others greeted her remark with shock and denial.
WAP delineates good girl/bad girl; good girls don't find this

material arousing, good girls are different from men. Concern with defining and
being the good girl underlies WAP and the anti-abortion movement; this concern
derives from and shores up the patriarchal family.
Before dismissing pornography out of hand, let's remember that there were two
literatures about sexuality in the Victorian period: the medical, which did not

acknowledge female sexuality other than reproduction; and porn-
ography, which depicted women as sexual actors. Of course, both
were written by men and male controlled, but even so, pornography
presented positive imagery (about lesbians as well). ~..Throughout the discussion, the importance of unexamined irrational
feelings has been noted again and again: the appeal of the Right
to a large group of confused~ ambivalent ~omen; the impu~se to
conflate or build false contlnuums; the hldden concern w1th good

girls; the power of metaphor. Although psychoanalytic work attempts to e~plain
how symbols mobilize irrational feelings, feminists have always been hostlle to
psychoanalysis. Why so? There are many reasons. Most obviously, psychoanalysis
has been used against women and women's interests in theory.and practice. I~
doesn't seem to permit women's autonomy. There are class dlfferences regardlng
access to psychoanalysis: in the past, this correlated with middle class ap-
proval and working class disapproval (it is self indulgent, wallowing !n your
feelings). There have been shifts in middle class approval, however, ln that re-
cent feminist opinion has been negative, even among middle class women. Women
wonder if understanding competes with action, if insight deactivates rage. Other
reasons include a kind of anti-intellectualism, a wish not to know what goes on in
murky realms outside politics, a restatement of the protestant ethic (work and
act, don't wallow).

~
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We began the discussion where we left
off at the last meeting: the usefulness of
~sychoanalytic theory and methods to femin-
1StS. Whatever its shortcomings, Freudian
the?ry describes relations in the patriarchal
famlly, especially how undifferentiated in-
fants are transformed into boys and girls.
We say "psychoanalytic theory" but in fact
there are a number of formulations as well
as different purposes to which they are put.
Chodorow'~ article, for example, is typical
of the object relations point of view, which
does no~ ta~e aggression as a given; rather
~ggress~o~ 1S created by frustration. Human
nature 1s basica11y ben ign. Does her focus
?n equal male/female parenting of children
19n?re the need for changes in the external,
soc~al w?rld? Does it keep nurturance pri-
vat1zed 1n the family?

Some find that recent feminist revisions
of ps~choanalytic theory don't confront hard
quest10ns. Others find their work really
hel~ful, especially the emphasis on the pre-
Oed1pal period. Chodorow, for example, does
not fo:us specifically on sexuality, but sees
sex~al1ty as growing out of reproduction (the
~oc1al reproduction of the child in regard to
1tS experience of differentiating from its
mother and recognizing her as a separate per-
son~. What of a different model, which
POS1tS sexuality as a thing in itself and
not a derivative of more primary expe~iences?
~~at re~urrects a point made in an earlier
1SCuss~on: does the relationship with the
7~ther 1nfluence sexua 1ity, i.e., is sexua1-
y connected with nurturance? From the

~~th:r's po~nt of view, her relationshiP.with
e ~nfan~ 1S about mothering; from the 1n-

:~n~ s P01nt of view, it may be about sexual-
~~. We've noted the moralist strain in fem-
trns t thought: it may be incorporated in '-. '.- "~?f.,.'-'--~ ·•·...v •.~?!<:. ·~~~t~·.'~·

~~ '", .. ..:7 .~."'f.
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feminist analytic work in the terms describ-
ing correct/incorrect behavior: "healthy,
whole, divided, split." Is this different
from the more gross social control function
evident in psychiatry?

What about the infant's experience? If
sexual desire is present (are we thinking of
it as a biological given), theoretically the
infant could attach to any object? Initially,
the child's sensory experience is not gendered:
s/he does not know her/his gender, nor know
her/his mother is a female. It is only later
that the experience is recast and rein-
terpreted in light of new information about
gender and its significance. Yet that infor-
mation is flowing in at a rapid rate from
the first day of life. The relationship of
the mother and father to the infant is sub-
jectively experienced as different: the
mother sees the girl baby like she was once;
the father sees a girl baby that is not-him,
but a member of the opposite group in the
great gender divide. Feminist psychoanalysts
differ about the degree of change possible in
regard to the instrumental role of the fa-
ther: Dinnerstein suggests equal nurturance
provides the solution, while Lazarre notes
that the difference (mother breastfeeds,
father doesn't) can have great impact on
the infant's perception of mother and father.
We might also note the acceptance of breast-
feeding as a "good" activity and question
our relationship to the "natural." How much
can men be made parents? It's a hard strug-
gle for everyone. Do we accept that sex-
uality involves questions about differenti-
ation at its core, that sexual contact is
about relating to the other, either in the
form of another person (not-me) and in the
case of heterosexuality in the form of
another gender?
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A persistent question has been how to explain heterosexuality, becau~e
some deflection from homosexual objects must be systematically enforced 1n the
family. The dislike of "blame the mother" literature is interesting, since it
ignores the fact that in the patriarchal family mothers treat daughters less
well than sons, for which daughters are angry. It also de-emphasizes that the
mother frustrates the child, as well as nurtures her/him. The desire to roman-
ticize relationships between women leads to bad politics, in that one is not
prepared for the many kinds of tensions which exist between women. It is also
true that reading this material brings up a lot of memories and intuitions,
some quite powerfully charged. It is likely that our intuitions differ, but
comparing them and understanding similarities and differences is not irrelevant
but can lead to theory. The mother is more important to the child than the
child is to the mother; the mother is an umbrella object in the child's life,
but the child is only one element in the mother's life. The mother is also
different to each child and her experiences intersect with those of specific
chi~dr~n in powerful ways: for example, the relationship between a daughter
beg1nn1ng to menstruate and a mother entering menopause.

The.trouble with psychoanalytic theory is: you're damned if you do and
dam~ed t f you don't. If you agree, fine; if you disagree, it's resistance or
den1al. Yet the theory is too charged to allow a neutral reaction. However,
it do~s provide.some~hing that social learning theories don't. For example,
one f1n~s that 1~ sp1te of efforts to alter a person's sexuality (lobotomy,
castrat1on), the1r sex~ality persists. Social learning theories cannot ade-
quately account for th1S phenomenon. Castration brings to mind the thought that
women are castrated men; on the contrary, men can be seen as underdevelopedwomen:

If we posit some prior existence of a sexual/life force in the child, this
force (dare.we.cal~ it libido) is bent and shaped in the family by fear ~nd
threa~ and 1t.1S d1rected into some appropriate channels. The sense of 1nap-.
propr1ate des1res and powerful longings remain only as faint memories. What 1S
th~ essence of what a baby wants? Is gender a primary category? Can i~ b~ a
pr1m~ry category and nevertheless mean much less than it does now? Is 1t 1m-
Poss1ble to be human without gender? Or are we confusing gender identity and
gender? .Gend~r can.exist (male/female) and individuals can be aware of it
(gend~r.1dent:ty) w1thout gender differentiation necessarily being the major
orgamz1ng pr:nc1ple of society. The "naturalness" and inevitability of gender
s~ems persuas1ve, especially to those who are on top in any binary oppositionh1erarchy. .
. These question~ about the primary-ness of gender bring to mind recent 9ues-_

t10ns about the pr1mar~-ness of penis envy (assuming it exists) and the pr1mary
nes~ of sexual aggress1on. Is penis envy merely symbolic of desire for male
s~c1a~ p~wer? Is.s~xual aggression merely the byproduct of frustration a~d r~-
~h:sslOn. ~n add1~lOn, we question the benign qual ity of "natural sexual1ty,

outflow1ng of 1nfant sexuality versus the infant's totalitarian desire to

possess the mother and the rest of the world. . .
Another important question concerns the u~lve~sal1ty of

the psychoanalytic model, in regard to women 1n d1ff~rent
life circumstances (i.e., single mothers) and women 1n .
other cultures. Can an analytic hypothesis be explored.1n
terms of other cultural groups in a way that do~s not?slmPly
impose the model on them? Is there contrary.ev1dence. Do
individuals have to assent to the model for 1t to be useful
or true? Do individuals in the United States assent? Even
the situation in the United States is very complex, 1n t~at
theories about the unconscious are now part of most Am~r1-
can people's cultural baggage. Yet, wh~n.psychoanal~sls
first appeared on the scene, its propos1t1ons were v1gor-
ously rejected. .,

Sexuality can be seen as a biolog1cal or soc1al con-
struct. Sexuality is often experien~ed by women as rela-
tional and not an imperative force, 1~ contrast ~o th~ male
experience of a sexual drive (se~ Ta~l .Zum.Klo, 1n Wh1Ch
the male protagonist keeps a tax1 wa1t1ng 1n an odysse~ of
satisfying sexual desire around town). Do women exper1~nce
this? If so, dare they admit it? Can they pay the tax1
fare? Is there any truth behind the stereotype that women
experience less sexual desire than men? However~ we.must
examine the ways in which male and female sexu~llty 1S or:
aanized and constructed; not only is the~e a b1nary.o~poS1-
tion male/female but there is also a b1nary Oppos1t1on,
male/female sexuai style. It is concei~ab~e t~at gender
exists, without men and women different1at:ng :n sexual.
style. The notion that male/female sex~al1ty 1S essent1ally
different is important as ideology, ~s 111ustra~ed by the
popular assent to these ideas of baS1C se~ual .d1fferences:

We've been saying that women's sexual1ty 1S repress~d ..
what about men's sexuality? We can hardly accept that 1t 1S
unrepressed or 'the corollary that unrepressed female sex-
uality would be like male sexuality. Women need to d~epe~
and elaborate their own understanding of what.repress1on.1s
and how it comes about. Repression appears d:fferently 1n
men and women: the mixture of desire and anxlety leads to
male compulsion and female inhibition. Both have ~ sense
that it could be otherwise, a sense of loss, of fa1lure.
Sexuality is not what it could be. O~ the other h~nd, d~t'
we expect too much from sex? Does th1S relate.to oucau s
suggestion that sex as a category and an exper1ence has
been greatly elaborated?



We want to address women's differences in regard to sexual ity flowing from
race, c1ass~ and sexual preference. Often this is done by showing how their ex-
perlenc~s dlffer !rom !he central "dominant" form, which loses sight of the nec-essary lnterre~atlonshlps between groups.
B1 ~a~y !e~lnlsts.have sai? that gender is the most primary difference. Some
ana\on~~~~lsts th~nk race ls.the most primary division operating now, or in
.y. of racla1 oppresslon. Yet Black women feel the force of both di
~~~~~n~h~perating simultaneously. If someone woke you up while sleeping and-
"woman " s{~~ea~:inWha~.~ou~d you say? Woman? Black? White women easily say
ably w~u1dn't say "~tW ~ ~t~S a g~v~n, ~n !he ~am~ way that straight women prob-
vidual consciousness ~~ fd as t.e1r dlstlngu1Shlng characteristic. Yet indi-
social divisions since f entlty lS not always the complete cue to significant
not to suggest th~t 1 e~ wom:n so awak:ned would say "middle class," which is
lives. What would /ma~s 1S ~nlmportant In determining options in people's

Males and females \h~~\ If.awaken~d--''a mathematician," "a dogcatcher?"
expected to have inti~ate g .d;chotomlzed, are thought to be complementary and
distant, harder to cross s~c~a co~tact. Race lines are more absolute, more
is flexible in practice,'sine ~~e ld~ology ~f racism requiring racial distance
Black women and White men w~~ 1stor~ca1~y lt has permitted contact between
men. Part of the re1ucta~c led~~0~lb1tlng that between White women and Black
publicly about sexuality e~por. ;1flcu1ty Black women experience in talking
perience of sexuality in'a co~~la y Wl!h White women, may stem from their ex-

One experience: adult B1 ext of vlo1ence and oppression. .
Rep~rt and women's sexual fr ack w~men stude~ts found a discussion of the ~lte
penence. Does this mean thu~t~~tlon.to be lnteresting, but not about thetr ex-
about it in public? Lillian\ b.e;e ls.no problem, or don't they want to talk
to discuss it privately btU ~n s Whlte working class subjects were willing
Those working in the B1' kU pro ~b1y would not have talked about it in a class.
and ed~cation. Being ":~tic~~m~~l!y feel there is a need for sexual informa!ion
formatlon~ a different fram~ ~~ r lS a very relative condition; getting new In-
V10US satlsfaction. Groups ma eference may cause you to question your pre~
or lack of problems' what b y also promote the myth of their own satisfactlondon't . . a out lesbian 1 b' nse~perlence trouble with sex manuals which suggest that es la
on lesblans experiencing diff.orfasm? What effect does this information ~ave
pornography movement ha t blCUty wlth orgasm? The interest in the antl-the a t' s no een great· thn l-porn analysis does not. in e Black community, illpart because
Black women working in pornogr ~nc1ude the experience and motivation of youngap y or on 42nd Street. -
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I've been interested in the history and theory of sexuality for a long time,
but was afraid to speak or write publicly on the issue. I was afraid of in-
advertently exposing myself and/or appearing ridiculous, and this shut me up.
I assume similar fears have shut other women up, although it certainly hasn't
stopped men who have been pronouncing on sexuality for years. Anyhow, being a
member of t~e planning committee helped me to get over that fear and I hope
that the conference does the same for women who participate in it. Once we
start talking and thinking seriously about sexuality, women -- feminists --
will make great breakthroughs,I'm sure. Ellen DuBois
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I want to acknowledge insecurity as well as pleasure: the persistence
of a grade school self that groups of women still bring out in me: the
little girl who wonders who is best friends with whom, who's terrified
of being left out. Talking about sex, if not false, is intimate. Itturned me inside out at times.

Kate Ellis

Why this conference on sexuality? Because it asks us to look at the uncomfortable questions
surrounding the issue. Most feminists in the N.Y. area support reproductive freedom. There is no
controversy when CARASA draws the parallel between the struggle of White middle class women for
abortion rights and the campaign of working class Blacks and Hispanics against sterilization abuse.
Even the right to be lesbian (sorry Betty F.) is taken for granted. But when we talk about the
possibilities for sexual pleasure under Patriarchy many of us, myself included, get nervous. While
some of the most exciting theoretical work engaged in today explores this questio~we still have
no common vocabulary, no common commitment to the political importance of fulfilling our private
desires. If not ready to resolve the problem, at least we will have the chance to reflect on the
ways women have defined and experiencweroticism. When have we insisted on sexual freedom and
when have we sacrificed it for other ends?--Judith Friedlander

Late at night in Fargo, N.D., ten degrees below zero outside, a
farmer just jump-started my rental car, the "pro-life" women I
spent the day with are all at home tending families. I summon up a
~plit-screen in my mind. On ~ne side, the Right-to-Life meeting I
Just attended at the Evange11cal Free Church, on the other the last
planning committee meeting I attended at Barnard and I wonder, "How
can two groups of American women get together and have such different
conversations about sex?".

Faye Ginsburg

It is exhilarating to look back over the past decade and note the changes
in feminist thought and scholarly inquiry that make this conference possible.
Each year we pride ourselves in selecting a theme for our annual Scholar
and Feminist conference which is on the cutting edge of feminist scholar-
ship. This may be a special moment in history, a feminist conference on
sexuality which could not have been held ten years ago and may not have
the same urgency or import five years hence ......~_ <i:'.~J
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(TUES. ~OV 10)
We continued last week's discussion on race and class. The chapters in

Common Differences suggest that sexuality has been a prominent feature in White
feminist analysis and action, whereas it has been relatively unimportant among
Black women. But what groups are we contrasting: White feminists and Black
women? Why not White feminists and Black feminists? Or White women and Black
women? To say it another way, what is the relationship of White feminist anal-
ysis to White women as a group; what is the relationship of Black feminist anal-
ysis to Black women as a group? Who speaks for whom? We have to acknowledge
the enormous diversity in both groups of women, based on age, cohort, class,
work experience, to name only a few factors. Is it perhaps misguided to talk
in terms of Black women's sexuality as if it is totally distinctive and unique?

Putting aside for the moment the question of similarity/difference between
Black and White women, how can the conference be structured in such a way as to
not feel exclusionary? But whom do we want to include? Who usually comes to
the conference? In fact, we're not drawing from the entire universe of women,
b~t from a sub~roup. This is so for White women attending the conference, who
mlght be descrlbed as a mix of mostly middle class academic feminists, intel-
lectua~s, and employed activists. We're not trying to plan a conference for
all Whlte women~ so it is unrealistic to try to address concerns of all Black
women (or to thlnk we could). It is more realistic to think in terms of the
Black wome~ who do usually participate and represent similar categories.

Retu~nlng to the question of similarity and difference what is the nature
of the dlffer~nce we think exists? Examples follow: "the'Black community is
m~re homophobic than the White community." Counterexample: argument, rejec-
tlon.. Oth~r examples.foll~w and meet the same fate. Purported differences rest
on sllm ~vldence, frall eVldence, and are easily disputed. Can we believe there
are no ~lfferenc~s? How ~ould racism, powerful in structuring social relations
and soclal experlence, fall to have an impact on sexuality? Or is it the ex-
pectatlon th~t B~ack women's sexuality is different itself racist, derivative
~f chara~terlZatlOns of Black women as "exotic," "closer to nature," "more
D~~~ual. Yet some Black women themselves assert a difference as in Common
1 erenc~s. Yes, but that is on one level' the level of how'you present
r.~~rs~~fln regard to sexuality. An import~nt theme for Black women has been
m lpper.than you, more knowledgable." Yet that public stance is different,

~~l~~~gb:b~~~f~~~~t, f~O~ actual experience and inner feelings. We're really
name but wo : eren evels of sexuality which are confusing and hard to
jections ab~~~ ~~clu1e ~our actual experience, and the cultural images and pro-
differences betwe~~ B~n your gr~up's) experience. The discussion about the
the level of presentat~Ck a~d W~lte women regarding sexuality has occurred o~
which have not been dilon 0 dse f and public style, yet there are other leve s
what's going on for Bl~~~ssed ~~.all. Do we even have the information about

Consider th 1 1 an lte women at these other levels? .
how can an issu~ b~v~aik~~rhaps w~ could call it "political culture," that ts:
terms of discussion? Who about ln your community-at-large? What are the te
to other political ;ssues?sei~ the terms? How is sexuality perceived to ~eba_
tween Black and White 01 :t' ere appears to be a difference at this leve e
Scholar about MichellePwa;l~ca~ c~lture, for example, the debate in the ~
and women. It was a passion~~ s ook ~nd the relationship between Black men
26 e and pa1 nful debate wh ich touched on how far

(UH-HUH, I KNOW SHE
THlrvKS ['M COLD AS
ICE, A NYMPHO, DONT
FEfl- SE'x,TfLL MY
ANALYST ABOUT IT)

(I KrvO\V WHAT
SHE ntlNKS
ANIMAL LIKE,
HOI, CAN'T qfT
fNOUC::iH .. )

YOU) HERf)
YOU)? HERE;nYou, HERE WlrH ME?

dissension could go before endangering unity. The political culture in which
sexuality could be discussed was different for White feminists, although they
labored mightily to change the terms of the discussion previously used by the
White Left. We also need to consider how the political culture of talking
about sexuality changed historically for various groups: in the nineteenth
century Black women from some groups had a stake in asserting their purity and
respectability, rather than sexual knowledgability.

The gross manner in which we talk about Black and White differences is not
satisfactory. It provides no specificity regarding class, age, and historical
experience, factors which may be more significant than race. We need to deepen
our analysis by talking about class and race in a more detailed and specific
way that permits examination of both similarity and differences. This task
appears closely tied up with specifying the levels of sexuality, neither stay-
ing at one level exclusively, nor moving from one level to another without
knowing and indicating the transition. There are many analogies to gay/straight
comparisons. Perhaps the overall question we need to ask is: how do women (of
specific class, race, sexual preference, age groups) negotiate sexual pleasure?
The answer to this question requires information about every level of sexuality
before comparisons between different groups of women can be made.

Here are three suggested schemes to distinguish levels: 1) Private and
public or; 2) What to do in bed/self-identity/lifestyle and community or;
3) Sexual behavior/inner experience, fantasy, psychological level/presenta-
tion of self, how you articulate your experience, public style/images and
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(I KNOW,SI1t:'S
COME. fa GET
M'{ MAN I)

(I WONDI:R IF
SHE'S G,A y? )

representations ~vail~ble in the culture/political culture/ideology. .
Our f~ustrat1on w1th levels appears instantly: the arrangement of each 11st

d~es n~t 1m~ly that t~e first item is the bedrock, necessarily, or that the
f irst ltsm 1S causal ~n determining later levels. There is an interaction be-
twee~ t~e lev:ls, ObV1ously. We also know that levels of analysis are at best
~~~~lst~cd~ev1~es to ~elp us organize and think about experience and that each

em 0 1es 1deolog1cal premises which mayor may not be true Does ourawareness of the arbitrar-t f 1 1 . '. th. 1 . ness 0 eve s of analysis stop us from usmq em,
:~~~va.en~ to.st~pp1ng us dead in our tracks? No. Yet, in terms of an audi-
. 'b~~ 1S d1ff1cul~ to communicate our understanding that any list of levels
~s ar ~ raryland subJect to questioning and revision at the very same time were uS1ng a evel-of-analysis scheme

We tentatively agreed th t . . taddress the questi f·.a ~ny presentat10n about race and class musthat it must on 0 .slm1lar1ty, not only the question of difference, and
issues probab1~ ~~ob{dd~ffe~entiatin~ between levels of analysis. Ga~/strai~h~
many groups revio~sl : a.d~essed 1n the same way. We should antic1pate t a
their ViSibil~ty a d hY 1nv1s~ble, h~ve organized around difference to assert
thinking of the CO~f ave an 1deolog1cal stake in defending difference. We a~e
question some of the~renc~ as a s~bversive undertaking, causing participants 0
ual situation Perha~ u~ erstand1ngs and consider the complexity of the sex;
though it needn't be c~l;nds~~e ~ays.it might be thought of as a teach-in, a ~
beginning at a very init·el ~t, ~h1S term, however, suggests that we a~l a~he
28 ra potnt in sexual theory. So rather than prov1de

('WELL 'rlEN, WHAT
DO yoU WANT ?"

"THE 51\MEAS You?
\ WANT ro 'TALK
A130U T SE)(."

"PEF\HAP5 WE'DE
BETTER LOCI<.
THE: DOOR"

"TALK ISN'T C.HEAP
PO YOU Su?po.sE
WE'RE: ALONE I"

REA.DY?

"answers," the conference should indicate that the answers don't exist and
assert the importance of asking questions.

How can the theme of the conference be carried through the afternoon work-
shops? We want to avoid people choosing their pet topical workshop and coming
out with the same ideas with which they went in. Perhaps this could best be
done by working closely with workshop leaders and communicating to them the
larger themes of the conference. Each topical workshop will be a window into
the general themes of the conference. We briefly talked about ways of closing
the conference and reviewed strategies of previous conferences.
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T DERRDIRR~ /JED. I~OJ,,~78
Our discussion today provided an opportunity to talk broadly about sexual

style, biological issues, violence, male sexuality, and eroticism and pleasure.
S~me member~ thought the movie Taxi zum Klo raised some interesting points, as
dld ~he artlcles from The Body Politic. Our reaction to the possibility of di-
V~rCln$ emotion and sexuality is complex. On the one hand, we are envious,
Slnce lt se~ms quite difficult for women to make this separation. Some are
frus~r~t~d.ln re~ponse to the movie's positive portrayal of gay men's sexual
posslbllltles, glven that similar opportunities and institutions don't exist for
women, gay or straight. This frustration and envy easily join the greater
stream of women's resentment of men's sexual privilege, not infrequently con-
duct~d at the expense of women. On the other hand, we wonder whether separating
emotlon and s~xuality ~mphasizes quantity over quality and leads to a super-
market men~allt~. Is lt necessarily a disadvantage that female sexuality is
~ore relatlonal. ~o~e.would ~ven say that both gay and straight men's sexual
tyle should be crltlclzed, Slnce both contain undesirable macho elements, as

~etl~as painful elements of rejection alienation disconnectedness and humil-
t a ron. But why do women e t th '. 'blow? For heterose xpec at \eJe~tion at the baths would be a killing
with male sexual co~ual women, male reJectlon is so linked at some deep level
tion by a man is verte~p~ and ~emale humiliation that the prospect of rejec-
having strong concer~s ~~~hienl~g, ~lthough this doesn't explain lesbians
institutions or safe s ace~ .reJectlon too. It is a fact that there are few
uality: although ther~ are ln N~w York to support or encourage women's sex-
parts), there is at present ~~S~la~.bars (~ar fewer than their gay male co~nter-
to lump gay male and lesbia eS.lan equ~valent of the baths. It is a m~stake
ferences. For straight wom~nex~~rlence, w~thout acknowledging important ~lf-
seems that these are hardly "~af ~re are slngles bars and sex clubs, but It. _
ness of male sexual contem t e sexual spaces for women, given the pervaslve
in sexual negotiations sayPth tEVen h~terosexual women who have been ad~enturous
tiresome. We then project th~ somet~mes the negotiations get humiliatln$ and
30 lS experlence onto gay baths. One author, Tlm

McCaskell, makes an interesting connection: women know that heterosexual pro-
miscuity often has occurred at the expense of women, which leads to a suspicion
and resentment toward homosexual promiscuity and privilege.

What if you maintain the "radical" position that male and female sexuality
are intrinsically the same, that sexuality is very much a shared human quality?
Yet there is no question that they have been shaped in different ways, recalling
a previous comment that women respond to repression by anxiety and inhlbition
and men by furious and compulsive activity. Neither men's nor women's fantasy
and acts are free: that is, we do not regard current male action, gay or
straight, as a model of "liberated" sexuality.

Question: Why are there no institutions to support female sexuality?
Answer: Women have less money than men. Nonsense, look at the money women
spend in Bloomingdale's. Aha: Bloomingdale's is an institution which represents
women's erotic fantasies~ Why are there no baths for straight women? We've
discussed external reasons (not enough money to warrant exploitation) but in-

ternal reasons are important too: women's fear of rejection, fear of being the
object, concern with subject/object relations. One can read this lack of
strength, a fear of crumbling which makes the less-than-totally-personalized
sexual interaction frightening for women. The connections with previous dis-
cussions about individuation for women are obvious (Chodorow). Women's sex-
uality remains on the correct side of the gender dichotomy: private, not
public; plain, not elaborated. Perhaps sex is not the primary issue, but
women's particular sense of self. Perhaps the baths are not really about sex
for gay men (:), in that baths also provide and reinforce self-definition as an
outlaw group. Do women want to be outlaws?

There is a potential for women to respond to new kinds of sexual support
(pornographic home video, presumably more pleasant than a 42nd Street movie), as
well as traditionally available, even male, sexual material (as in a gay male
sex novel, in which the gender of the participants was not so salient). There
is also a small pornographic literature by women writers. However, women could
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immediately embark on all sorts of "male" sexual activities, without these ac-
tivities being liberating in any way. What would women do? What do we think of
it? What conditions would be necessary to guarantee choice and autonomy to
women in their sexual lives? In addition, we should acknowledge that new infor-
mation and ways of thinking about sexuality are being incorporated by women in acontinuous way.

We keep returning to the question of a safe sexual space and what conditions
promote abandon. Men informants report that they feel most free in public, im-
personal places; for women, the opposite seems true, that is, only in highly
personal, one-to-one, intimate relationships do they experience abandon. This
is a striking polar opposition. Is it possible to synthesize these two po-
sitions? At least we want to avoid using the male pattern as the standard for
judgement. This leads to interesting speculations about the origin of the male
preference: do men feel the burden of being "sexually adequate," which is very
specifically defined, and hence prefer situations where failure is not so mem-
orable and not so threatening? Do men have a shared body of information and a

activity, although to some it also implies ignoring the other, using/abusing him
or her. Is this necessarily so? Has objectification been unduly criticized,
portrayed as a completely hostile and hurtful activity? Objectification at its
worst means treating the other person as a thing, a non-person to be used for
your own ends: not nice. We agree that the other person must be recognized,
but it is unlikely that one subject (yourself) can fully act for the interest of
another subject (the other) simultaneously. The other is seen as a subject and
as an object. To imagine that the other not be perceived as an object in any
way is unrealistic. Perceiving the object as such (including subjecthood) may
be necessary for eroticism. The anti-object school of thought leads to an at-
tack on erotic representation as well. The point is that women have never had a
chance to represent themselves, i.e., they've been forever objects, never sub-
jects. The corrective is self-representation, the mutuality of being subject
and object, not the elimination of objectification. Perhaps the ability to
have choice, to alternate between subject and object, is the key, analogous to
a choice between joining or splitting emotion and sexuality. Perhaps it is most

shared definition of "being good in bed"? We think so and have the impression
men talk about this. Do women? The definition of "being good in bed" seems
~~clear for wom~n .. The old male definition of "being good in bed" meant that

elw~man was w1ll1ng to have sex, a fairly low-level definition If women are
evo/1~g st~ndards of "being good in bed," do these standards re;ate to pleasingmen. an.t ese.standards relate to women's own pleasure?
port~~~ed~~c~~~~~~oOf the burden ~f male sexual performance alludes to th~ i~-

'th b' th nand penetrat1on, that sex equals intercourse The t1e-1nW1 t r control and its effects 0' . bviThe dichotomy bet t i n women.s sexual expression are 0 V10US.etration was note~een ~an l~g sex for cuddl1ng versus men wanting sex for pen-
uesti d A ; ye me~ s.stereotyped disinterest in cuddling is to be

~ide" ~~er~veal~~~.s descr1pt1on of his cUddling proclivities as his "female
The notion of women taki 1 .

" 1 .. ng sexua pleasure 1S a novel one, in contrast toi;v1ng p easure and reCe1v1ng pleasure. Taking pleasure implies some autonomous

III ~..."'....~
exciting to experience variety through these choices, rather than aiming at the
one ideal, best, true, and politically correct state.

The conference must emphasize sexuality. The women's movement has been
challenged on grounds of sexuality: do we ca~e in.("w~ like the family,.too";
"we really are not sexua 1 deviants"; "we're m ce glrls ) or do we use this op-
portunity for restating our goals and moving ahea~? We also acknowledge ~hat
our approach can't be from left field (concentrat1ng on se~ual pleasure w1th no
reference to danger and political attacks on women seems m1ndless); rather, we
have to present the issues, fully describing the paradox of the movement: danger
and liberation.

READINGS
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We discussed organlzlng the papers according to disciplinary fram~works ~nd
their implications: psychology, sexology, biology and so on. Some liked this
idea; others thought it might sound too pedantic and ultimately leave th~ ~u~-
ience frustrated, since each framework is unsatisfactory and would be crltlclzed
as such. Having rejected each in turn, we could then break for lunch: We dis-
cussed the possibility of focusing on specific issues as they were raised ~nd
understood in 19th century feminism and in 20th century feminism, with a thlrd
paper on current political issues (incorporating the New Right). Another ~odel
would have papers cover: 1) the historical placement of sexuality as an lssue
between 1890 - 1950, concentrating on feminist debates between free love and
social purity; 2) the politics of current feminist debates; and 3) the mean-
ing at the individual level of a politics of sexuality (including psychological
issues). Each paper would explore both advantages and disadvantages of all po-sitions taken by feminists.

We also reiterated our intention to avoid setting off controversy in the
ruts available to feminists now, i.e., either through papers entitled "Why WAP
is Wrong and S/M is Wonderful" or "Why WAP is Wonderful and S/M is Wrong" It
is not cowardice that motivates our choice; setting everyone off and side- .
taking is an obstacle to thinking about sexuality differently. However, we In-
tend to explore the political ramifications of all feminist positions.

Aft~r a great deal of discussion, we tentatively agreed that a historica~
paper mlght be a good way to provide distance, with a companion paper analyZlng
current feminist issues. We thought these papers would include the following:
1) .Feminist sexual politics during the 19th century. (Period needs to be ~pe-
clfled more exactly.) Purpose: to show that feminist debates about sexuallty
are ~ot new, a~d.to exa~i~e the consequences (advantages and disadvantages) ofpartlcular femlnlst posltlons re sexuality.
2) .Feminist debates about sexuality during 1965 _ 1981: original feminist
V1Slon, later deve~opments, violence as an issue, the role of the Right ~ing~
both external and lnternal to the women's movement (psychological dimenslon In-cluded here).

W~ suggeste~ Possibi~ities for the third paper, including: 1) similarity
and dlfference ;n sexual~ty (gay/straight, Black/White, male/female); 2) the
nat~re of women s sexuallty~ 3) the relationship between femininity and sex-
uallty or gender and sexuallty (Psychodynamic focus). Another model suggested
a past/present/future division of p~pers, so the third paper would look ah~a~
and address the.danger of not creatlng feminist sexual theory and what femlnlstsexual theory mlght be.

We agreed to consider the organization of these two topics during the com~ng
week. Each paper wou~d ne~d.to make a number of connections with the other; ln
a sen~e, b?th are asklng slmllar questions but of different time periods. The
questlon m~ght be.formulate~: What is the status of pleasure in feminist theory
and analyslS and ln the soclal world in which women live? What are the obsta-
i}es to autonomy and pleasure; how do women attempt to get pleasure?
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The ninth The Scholar and the F ' ,
sexual pleasure choice a d t em~nLstconference will address women's

, , n au anomy ackn 1 d . . . .eouslya domain of restr' t' I owe gLng that sexual~ty LS sLmultan-
LC Lon, repressi d

exploration, pleasure and . on, an danger as well as a domain of
to speak only of plea~ure a~~en~~~if~h~s,dual focus is important, we think, for
in which women act, yet to talk oni ~atLon Lgno~eS the patriarchal structure
women's experience with slY f sexual vLolence and oppression ignores

exua agency and h ' , ,sexual terror and despair' tii COLee and unwLttLngly increases the
. . .in w 2cb womenlive

ThLS moment LS a critical one for f . . .
of sexuality and its pol't' 1 em2nLsts to reconsider our understanding. ~ Lca consequenc
mun~ty has been engaged by , t ,es. On the one hand, the feminist com-

Ln ense d2SCUSS' b 'moved from women's right t h ~On a out sexual~ty. The debate has
. a ave sexual plea d 'sexual vLolence and vict'm' t' Sure etached from reproductLon to~ ~za ~on. Most . .

effect of pornography' sexual f recent ~ssues ~nclude: the meaning and
, sa ety versus 1 ' "of sexual styles for exempL b sexua adventure; the s i qn.ii i cence

1, , ' e , utch/femme· 1po ~t~cally correct and 'n ' ma e and female sexual nature; and. ... correct sexual "
R~ght Wing attack on fem'n' t ' pos~t~ons. On the other hand, the~ ...s s recent .
sexual arrangements and th . ga~ns attempts to reinstate traditional

, e ~nexorable li k b ' ,
In do~ng so, the Right offe n etween reproduct~on and sexual~ty.rs a comprehe .
resonates in part with warne ' ns~ve plan for sexual practice which

n s apprehensio b' ,To respond convincingly as f ' , n a out ~mmoral~ty and sexual danger.
. , em~n~sts we ca t b
~nto sexual theory and pract' b nno a andon our radical insights

-i ce ut must de
women are encOuraged to identif . epen and expand them, so that more

B tii Y and act z n th ' ,e ~nd feminist debates and th' ,e~r sexual self-~nterest.
are social and political cha e R~ght W~ng's focus On sexuality, we think

• nges wrought by , ,
women s movement during the 19th cap~tal~st transformations and the
, and 20th c t '
z n the traditional bargain women made en uzu es , 11K)stnotably the breakdown
women were "good" (sexually' ' and were forced to make, with men: if
"b " c~rcumspect) m
ad, men would viOlate and p 'h ' en would protect them; if they were

unz s them A '
women had an interest in rest '. . s pert iee to this system, "good"
38 ra~n~ng male 1 'sexua ~mpulse, a source of danger to

women, as well as their own sexuality which might incite men to act. Nineteenth
century feminists elaborated asexuality as an option for "good" women, using
female passionlessness and mele sexual restraint to challenge male sexual pre-
rogatives and the characterization of women as intrinsically sexual. Recent
gains in the second wave of feminism call for increased sexual autonomy for women
and decreased male "protection," still within a patriarchal framework. Amid
this flux, women feel more visible and sexually vulnerable. The old bargain, :l
which opposed sexual safety and sexual freedom, is breaking down, but women's ]1
fear of reprisal and punishment for sexual activity has not abated. For this
reason, the sexual prOblematic has commanded the attention of feminist theorists
in both centuries.

Feminist work on sexuality starts from the premise that sex is a social con-
struction which articulates at many points with the economic, social, and polit-
ical structures of the material world. Sex is not simply a "natural" fact. Al-
though we can name specific physical actions (heterosexual or homosexual inter-
course, masturbation) which occurred at various times and places, it is clear
that the social and personal meaning attached to these acts in terms of sexual
identity and sexual community has varied historically. In light of a wealth of
material, we restrict our analysis to 19th and 20th century America, while re-
taining the notion of historical and cultural construction of sexuality. With-
out denying the body, we note the body and its actions are understood according
to prevailing codes of meaning. Believing that biological sex is conditionable,
we return to the question "What do women want?"--a question we can entertain now
that it is we who are asking it.

SexualitY poses a challenge to feminist scholarship, since it is an inter-
section of the political, social, economic, historical, personal, and experi-
ential, linking behavior and thought, fantasy and action. For the individual,
it is the intersection of past, current, and future experience in her own life.
That these domains intersect does not mean they are identical, as the danger of
developing a feminist sexual politics based on personal experience alone illus-
trates. We need sophisticated methodologies and analyses that permit the re-
cognition of each discrete domain as well as their multiple intersections. De-
spite the many interrelationships of sexuality and gender, we do not believe
that sexuality is a sub-part of gender, a residual category, nor are theories of
gender fully adequate, at present, to account for sexuality. ,

Feminist work on sexuality confronts three problems: 1) mult~ple levels of
analysis, 2) limited data about women's experience, 3) overdeveloped theory, in
light of limited data.

1) We talk as if informBtion about sexuality comes from a single source,
but in fact it comes from many sources: for example, sexual behavior and acts;
inner, Psychological experience; the public presentation of our sexual selves;
sexual style; images and representations available in the c~lture; the place of
sexuality in the discourse of the political community to wh~ch we ,belong; sex-
ual ideology. When we compare the sexual situation between and w~th~n groups ,of
women, it is important to remember that no conclusions can be drawn by compar~ng
only one layer of sexual information without considering the others.

Within feminism we find it easier and more politically correct to talk
about sexual differ~nces between women than sexual similarities .. This is und~r-
standable, given our wish to acknowledge real diversity of exper~ence and ~o ~n-
sist on Our visibility through difference fro~ do~in~nt,groups, the s~me d~f-
ferenc ' 1" 'b'l'ty We th~nk ~t ~s ~mportant to s~multane-e ceuis i.nq our ong z nv.z s.z ~,J.. • • •

ously d' "'1 't' s and differences quest~on~ng whether the ac-z scus s women s s z mz a r.i ~e' 39



quisition of femininity and the conditions for its reproductio~ affect all w~m~n
in a distinct way, cutting across sexual preference, sexual object, and specLfLc
behavior.

2) We base Our theories on limited information about ourselves and, at best,
a small number of other women. Given the complex grid of class, race, sexual
preference, age, generation, and ethnicity, our personal experience can speak to
but a small part of the sexual universe. Yet we wish to develop a framework in-
clusive of all women's experience. (Sexuality must not be a code word for het-
erosexuality, or women a code word for white women.) To do so we must make a
renewed effort to talk with each other, agreeing to break the taboo that denies
us access to information that lies beyond the boundaries of our lived sexual ex-
perience. Such is the only way to remedy Our ignorance and avoid a sexual theory
circumscribed by the boundaries of individual lives and idiosyncracies.

3) We find it easy to say publicly: "Women want ... ," "Women hate ... ," "Wo-
men are turned on by ...," "Women are afraid of ...," "Women like " However,
we find it excruciating to say pUblicly: "I want ...," "I hate ," "I am turned
on by ...," "I am afraid of ...." "I like ...." Clearly, Our hesitation to make
the private and personal become public and potentially political has significant
implications. Our theory, as it stands, is based on limited facts marshalled by
overdeveloped preconceptions. It is also clear that any discussion of sexuality
touches areas of unconscious conflict and fear. Feminists have been remiss in
failing to address the power of unconscious sexual prohibitions and the appeal
of primitive myths and metaphors about the Child, the Good Girl, the Man and the
Family. Unarticulated, irrational reactions wreak havoc in our own movement and
at the same time are cleverly used against us by the Right.

Sexuality is a bread and butter issue, not a luxury, not a frill. Women ex-
perience sexual pleasure and displeasure in their daily lives, even as women in
different communities and different situations m8Y articulate and organize a-
round these experiences in different ways. Sexuality cannot wait until other,
more "legitimate" issues are resolved. The division between socio-economic and
sexual issues is false; we reaffirm their intimate connection in domesticity,
reproductive politics, and the split between public and private, fantasy and
action, male and femBle. We cannot postpone the consideration of sexual issues
until after the "revolution." Such a tactic implies a belief in a natural, un-
fettered sexuality which will emerge after more basic issues of production and
redistribution are resolved. Feminists Who oppose the biologized WOmBn or man
cannot put their faith in a bio1ogized sexuality.

We see the conference not as providing definitive answers, but as setting
up a more useful framework within which feminist thought may proceed, an oppor-
tunity for participants to question some of their understandings and consider
anew the complexity of the sexual situation. Our goal is to allow more inform-
ation about the diversity of women's experiences to emerge. In morning papers
and afternoon workshops, participants will consider the question: what is the
status of sexual pleasure--in feminist theory and analysis and in the social
world in which women live? and by so doing, inform and advance the currentdebate.

Much has been written about women giving and receiving pleasure; the con-
ference is a step toward women taking pleasure and a contribution to envision-
ing a world which makes Possible women's sexual autonomy and sexual choice.

January, 1982
Carole s. Vance
Academic Coordinator40
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'Mari~Lennon
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OPENING SESSION 9:45-12:00

Moderator, Carole S. Vance I
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We've been wanting to write something together for a long time and are
grateful to the conference for giving us the opportunity. It was both easier
and harder to collaborate than we anticipated. Since we live in separate
cities, we worked mostly by mail, taking turns redrafting the speech~ which
we did 5 1/2 times. The challenge of the topic was to balance the dlstanced
and dialectical quality of historical analysis with our strong political and
personal feelings about the issues and hO'1feminism deals with them. .

Linda Gordon and Ellen DuBolS

It is every teacher's'nightmare--an analogy on every writer's dream of
death: Suppose I got up there and forgot everything, or worse, could thinkof nothing to say? What would happen?

In preparing my piece for "The Scholar and the Feminist IX" conference, I
imagined just that, and every time I did I read another paragraph or stalked
another book, or jumped up from whereever I sat or lay and scribbled another
note. Fragments shored against a Possible ruin is what it is! Truly, we
strive as much in the name of a "good name" as we do for our ownselves.
Here's hoping. When I read this again, in a different context, under other
lights, my "twenty minutes," a perfect solitude before 10,000 others, in
effect, will be over, or nearly. I won't know until then ...

Hortense J. Spillers

I channeled my initial apprehensions about the conference into a quest
for the perfect title to my talk. Music freak and OJ that I am, I conducted
an uns~ccess~ul mental sea~ch through my record collection hoping to locate
that llne WhlCh would say lt all. As the deadline neared I dreamt up lots
of titles and developed a special attachment to the following ones:
SAVING OURSELVES FOR THE REVOLUTION
WALKING AWAY FROM THE WILD SIDEMOTHER KNOWS BEST?
THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT GETS A HEADACHE

Alice Echols
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POWER, SEXUALITY AND THE ORGANIZATION OF VISION
f ' , has demon-

A great deal of contemporary theory of film, representation, and processes a Imagmg f
strated how modes of looking are constructed along the lines of a sexual division, Classical systems of
representation organize vision in sexual terms: the opposition male/female is aligned WIth those ~
subject of the gaze/object of the gaze and active/passive. Thus, the woman's relation to the cam,ere;:an t
the scopic regime is quite different from that of the male. The cinema, for example: through its Insl~t~
inscription of scenarios of voyeurism, conceives of its sPectator's viewing pleasure in terms of that a e
Peeping Tom, behind the screen, reduplicating the sPectator's position in relation to the won:a7 as
screen. SPectatorial desire is generally delineated as either voyeurism or fetishism, as precise t a
pleasure in seeing what is prohibited in relation to the female body. This workshop ,,:,ill therefore.exp o~~
both Issues of the relatlOn between the woman and the image and issues surroundmq the, possiblhtythe
female spectatorship. What happens when the woman appropriates the gaze? Can feminists use ?
visual in non-problematic ways or is the image so ideologically loaded that it can only be deconstructed.

Mary Ann DoaneFurther, this workshop will investigate the dOminant choreography of the image and co~ider the
possibilities suggested by the removal of stereotype from the "natural." The preponderant dofinitions of
sexual difference invade film, television, and the production of the ari subculture. The notion of voyeu,r-
ism and its attendant identificatior:s ~tructure the way in which Wereceive images. Perhaps we c,;,nbeg;:t
to conSIder a practIce which can mterrupt the resonance of popular depictions with another defm,lllor:
difference. My prod~ction, contextualized within the "art world," consists to some degree of rephcatm)
certam words and PIctures and watchmg them stray from or coincide with the notions of fact and !lellon,
am interested in the alternation between implicit and explicit, between inference and declarallon.
Thinking about a~s~mption: disbeli~f and authority, I hope to strain the appearance of naturalism and to
couple the mgratlatlOn of WIshfulthmking with the criticality of "knowing better. "

SUGGESTED READINGS

de Lauretis, Teresaand StephenHeath,eds. The CinematicApparatus NewYork'St Martin'sPress, 1980.
Heath, Stephen;,"Difference,"Screen,Vol.19,No.3(Autumn1978),PP.'51-112. . . , ' 0

Mayne, Judith. The Woman at the Keyhole:Women'sCinemaand FeministCriticism."New German Cntlque, N '23(Spring/Summer 198]),Pp. 27-43,

Mulvey,Laura, "VisUal Pleasure and NarrativeCinema."Screen,Vol.16,No.3 (Autumn1975),pp. 6-18,44

Barbara Kruger
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E AND DESIRELACAN- LANGUAG lltcrrwith Lacan, I will review,and
- . din those unfamiliar W1 ious and how it differsdiscussion inclu g ti of the unconsci ed likeTo bring everyone into the M focus:mu be on his ooncep on

does
an unoonscious structur d the

explicate his most basic concepts'ce;tion of the unoonscio~s. ~;;:d unoonscious discours~/ J:0~lic
from the nineteenth centu~ co~, unctions between OODSCl::OO

ents
do the imagmary an e

language work? What are e 18 'ansystem?Whatp ? , f the
word and the flesh interact in the La~ical trcdinons of the Wes:", both positive and negati~~ l~ of
order have in the philosophlco-~ be to explore ,the ~I=~m 'as a totality? Is langua?g~an woman

The aim of our dIscuSSIon, ible to criticize , ary than perception.
' f 'ism. Is It poss I age more pnm , ? "

Lacaman system for s oowerful than the body? Is onqu the price ofps'ych~lS. ralled signifier? Is
man? Is the word mor~ symbolic order without ~~y is the phallus the u~pa nd its resolution:
situate herself outsld~ e f man within the system. with the Oedipus c,om~hexp~allusto having it,

What is the position a w~ necessarily synonymo~s Ie to the shift from beinc e sire?
entry into the symbolic orde mother'? Is desire redu~ nd is the baby woman s devidence a woman's
castration (separation fro~ t~he baby a substitute pems '';;;derstood, does literat~~e~ of desire only in the
both for men and wome~ Sthat it is repeated unllll~? Is the Elsewhere, the t ld be-peace, recon-

I! it is the law of deslr~ed without being underst thn g that never was but cou Maire Kurrikdesire that has been repea . look forward to some in
irretrievable past or does deslfe
ciliation, intimacy?

SUGGESTED READINGS raw-Hill.

1 L'nguistics,MeG H' t . s Collier.de Saussure. Course inGenera p 1 hoanalysis. Nortonw If Man"inThree Case 1S one .
Freud. IntroductoryLectures °t 1;;t~IeNeurosisor 'The 0 I
Freud. From the History 01an n ad Lile BookI, Chapter .
Freud. Psychopathology 01Every cry ,
Lacan. Ecrits: ASelection. NortonRKP.
Lemaire, Anika. Jacques Lacon. 45



00 ~E ~'lANT TO GET 01J THE BUS?
OPT_ONS FOR ORGM1IZING .AROUNDREPRODUcrlVE RIGHTs

Noreen Connell Vias a membeFeminists (1971) t' r of New York Radicalv ,wen on to belomen Office Workers (1975) a CO-fo~~derof
of the N.Y. Chapter of I\J 0 '~1becarne. a president
for Planned Parenth d'· e,., and 1.5 nO\>1 workdnq
t
' 00 of NYC Sh "IIop aons avaiable in £1 . • e w; discussassault. ghtlng the Right Wing

WE ARE EVERYWHERE

POLITICAL ORGANIZI
the ~~;;o~=oPFwillreviewandanalyzeeff~~ AROUND SEXUAL ISSUES

ked es. actors leadi t h s 0 orgamze for civil . h fmar the beginning of the ng 0 t e Stonewall Rebellion ng ts or lesbians and gay men in
Post-Stfnewall development of~7ed struggle for ProtectiO~J~ne 1:'9) ~nGreenwich Village which
ment 0 other SOCialchan e e esblan/gay movement wi om iscriminction will be examined.
movement will be discus~ movements. Strategies for the fu~ be tra~ed and compared to the develop-

In less than five . re SUTVlValand growth of the lesbian/gay
influence traditiona{~sthe Right has utilized traditi I Cheryl Adams
~01gress. The Right is n~~r~~;. ce:ers of political ::~riar~hal methods of political organizing to
s;,;:. ast decade, but to impose bv k» not only to reverse th~ suc as state legislatures and the U.S.

leThs. y orce of law patriarchal v I gmthnsmade by the feminist movement in
is has a ues at hav bee od .

and (2)D create? a double dilemm. e n er ed smce the early
oes bemg effectiv " a for the femmist mcent~ of power? e mean also utilizing traditio~~ment: (I) How can we fight back effectively

.e rcdicol feminist rno organlZlng methods directed at traditional
orgamzmg women . vement has relied .crisis C . to act in their se I on educcrtion and .POliti~alon~lOusness raising and edxua ~lf-interest. Clearl thi consciousness raising as a means of

I cction. ucotion must be . ~ IS tcctic IS not sufficient to the current
n 1982Congress may att view as only the first step in the process of

urgency, to the developmen empt tomake abortion a ccroi .
avmlable. t of effectIve political action apThltalcnme. This gives little time but extreme

"N M . Isworksh I . 'N 0 ore Nice Girl " op eader WIll explore the options

W
e,:"York feminists to d~'awasltmallprO-abortion action Noreen Connell
eve tried to d a ention to abo . group Was f edcommu . ramatize the issu th rtlon rights as th ' orm early in 1981by a group of

succes;;~c~~e o~r message. I will ~isc:;ough a kind of stree~ ~=rston~ of women's sexual freedom.
d fmlures, and talk abo ss the goals and t. re, usmg strong visual images to

SUGGESTED ut the im actlCSof "N M N' ' . "READINGS portance of this ki d 0. ore Ice GIrlS, describe our
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Katz,lonath:::'r~ %:,dDelTdreEngl~h.Ww~~~gPapers, Mayll~~~~~~l~and Day, 1973.
MartIn Del and Ph encan HIstory Tho es, Mldw1Ves and Nu .
Stamn-:,Karen "sirllIsLyon.LesbJan;Wom~~sYCrowell,Co., 1976rses. TheFemmIstPress, 1973
StenhzatlOnAbuse ~egl~S forReproductIveR~nt~~ Books, 1972
VIda,Gmny ed 0' ~rc 1982. 19 ts Newsletterof th C
46 ,ur 19ht to Love PrentIce H II e ommlttee for AbortIon RIghts and Agam
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PORNOGRAPHY AND THE CONSTRUCTION
OF A FEMALE SUBJECT

This workshop will situate pornography within the context of a number of other discourses which
construct sexual difference and the female subject in similar ways, most notably advertising and dominant
cmemo. We will also argue that pornography cannot be isolated from a larger critique of the existing
symbolic order, or from such seemingly diverse structures as the family or the church.

A number of current theories about pornography will be briefly summarized, and situated within the

be
currentdebate :,bout the female body. Itwill then be suggested that the pomographicdiscourse can best
;ead as a kind of allegory about how the female subject comes to matunty within a phallo-centric

~,?clQlorder, and that its operations can help us to understand the operations of all of those other
iscoursos which converge to produce what we currently call "woman."

h
"!.e will propose that female subjectivity always begins with the zoning and inscription of the body:

t at interiority" is an extension of that bodily organization; and that both of these operations-the
mapping of the body and the articulation of a psychic economy-are the effect of discursive activities
which often take quite concrete and material forms.
. This workshop will suggest that there is a.continuity fromone dominant discourse to another, at leastt so far as sexual difference is concerned. Inother words, those discourses which make.up th~ symbolic
wId overlap at the signiher "woman" so as to produce a stable and recognizable entlty whIch seems
both natuml and eternal. That discursive matrix is determinative of the way in which women function not
only sexually, but socially, economically and politically.

A brief theoreticol investigation of these issues by Kaja Silverman will be followed by a screening of
Vanety, a super-8 film by Belte Gordon about a female ticket taker in a porno movie house. Gordon will
expand upon the connection which her hIm establishes between pomography, advertising and Holly-
~ood cinema either before or after the screening. The workshop will then be opened to a general
dIscussion. BetteGordon and Kaja Silverman

SUGGESTEDREADINGS
Brown,Beverly. "AFeministInterestinPornography:SomeModestProposals."m/I,No.5/6(1981),pp. 5-18.
Brown,Beverlyand Parveen Adams. 'The FemInineBodyand FeministPolitics."mil,No.3 (1979),pp. 35-50.
Foucault,Michel.The History01Sexuality. TranslatedbyRobertHurley.NewYork:PantheonBooks, 1978.
~eath, Stephen. "Difference."Screen, Vol.19, No.3 (1978),pp. 51-1J2. "
Q)aczkowska, Claire. "The Heterosexual Presumption: A Contribution to the Debate on Pornography. Screen, Vol. 2

(981), pp. 79-94.Slles, Peter. "Pornographic Space: The Other Place." Film: Historical-Theoretical Speculations, 1977FilmStudies
Annual. Part 2. Pleasantville, NewYork:DocentCorporation.
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TEEN ROMANCE: THE SEXUAL POLITICS OF AGE RELATIONS
(Hetero) sexual activity among the nation's teenagers has attracted increased attention over th~ pa~t

decade. In their desire to detennine its "causes," social scientists, service providers and parents meVJ:
tably look to behavioral and social research. Their hope is that the research will explain teenage~
motivation to have sex and suggest ways in which their sexual activity (and rate of pregnancy) fan I
quelled, While some of this research is useful, it is important to recognize and discuss the methodo I~a
and conceptual limitations that much of it contains. It is also critical to recognize the copccity ~ea cl
research to extend the hfeofpopular, yet maccurate ideas about teenage sexuahty. One slgmflcant a T
research which has been largely unexplored is the confluent effect of age, racial identity, dass paSII~.:d
and affectional preference on young women's sexual and social lives. Part of this workshop WIllbe dBevo
to a survey of these and other issues raised by the current research. Camille nstow

While adult discourse about tee!1age sexuality consists chiefly of disquisitions on promiscuity, exploi-
tation, and the epidemics ofteenage pregnancy and venereal disease, teenagers are absorbed, ratheh~n
such qu,:stions as why they loved/cared/liked him or her, what happened, who hurt whom, ~nd ,:,ha~fx,!t
WIlldo dlff~rently the n~xt tims Ifthere IS one. Thisworkshop will present excer-pts from oral hlsto;,es These
such questIons m addItIon to cntically surveying the statistical literature on teenage sexuahty. h
excerpts will tell stories about how !lost it; how he treated me like gold; how he stuck to me likeglue; howh,e
didn't stick when the going got rough; how I'm not one of those who can't live without it; how he broke '~
sister's jaw for love ofme; how Inever should have done it because how could I say no again; how he stuc
aft",r the baby came and that was how I knew he really cared. Teenage girls spend hU1:dreds da~~~d
tellmg e;ach othe: stones like these as part of the process of constructing and reconstructmg sexu, and
eXIstentIal meanmg for themselves, and we will explore their implications for femimst cnclysis
strategy. Sharon Thompson
SUGGESTEDREADINGS

Chilman, Catherine. :'PossibleFactorsAssociatedwithHighRates of Out-of Marriage BirthsAmong Teenagers,
re,pr;x>uoedbyEdUoationalResourcesInformationCenter,NationalInstituteofEduoation, 1976. w York:
G.llli;, John R. Youth and History. TradItIOn and Change in European Age Reiations, 177G-Present. NeAcaderrucPress, Inc., 1981.
Harvey,Brett.';BcyCrazy."Village Voice, (February10-16,1982),pp. 48-49.
Konopka,GlSe.a.The Adolescent Glrlm Confllct,EnglewoodCliffs,NewJersey, 1966, , 'of
Newion,Esther.Mother Camp:Female Impersonators in America.2nd ed. Chicago and London:TheUmverSityChicago Press, 1979.

Plionis,BettyMoore.,"AdolescentPregnancy:ReviewoftheLiterature."Social Work, July1975,pp. 302-307, State
Ross, Susan et aJ. The YouthValues Project."prepared for the Population Institute,Washington, D.C. andCommumtiesAid AssOCIation.NewYorkCity,NewYork:1978.50

ANTED YOU TO KNOW:EVERYTHING THEY ALWAYS W ATURE
POPULAR SEX LITER 'ce their sexuality, the ways we
, that the ways women expenen h lly conditioned by the

It is a basic premise of this conferenc~ nact that representation, aJe it~ible to talk historically
represent our sexuality to ourselves a~t':IbI: to us. This premise, has rna1~:~pertOry, which ones are
representations our culture makes av h es in what forms are ill the cu tation is. One way to attack
about changes in sexuality based on c ,,:,g wer relationshiI; t~ such r",pr,e~~y sexualiy ll.berating for
more highly valued, and what;"om: r~olution" of the 60s and 70Sthatthenemergedintopopular
the large question-was th~ sexuw form of representation of sexuali~ onto the mass-market shelf, In
Women?-would be to exanune a ne f its brown paper wrappmg an ive?And what were the norms Itculture' the sex manual, brought out 0 ative as well as informati .
what wcrys was this new form of literature norm , lation and thus presumably a
set? , books that had a wide popular ~~':'JOYof Sex, and The Sensuous

My workshop deals largely WIth W ted to Know About Sex, lson will include more overtly
wide influence: EverythIng You AJw~ w{;:Chcome in by way of c~n;~ians; sexology as popular
Woman are just a few. Other maten, motenol written by an or

I' t ction: lity bed?feminist approaches to sexua ins ru tcrtions of female sexua. ed transmitted, and absor .
culture' and changing fictional represen I 'deology of sexuality produ

f
th ' riter matter? How were/are

' , ' h" h w is an I d rot e w . I 'The overall questIon IStIS. 0 he ideology? Does the gen e he representation belongs, or c Glms
Some sub-questions: Who produce~ t ?Does the "genre" t~,:"hICht tion" become a conduct book? And
thesebooksread?Whoread/readst em. rt' to present mforma I lity? Meryl Altman
to belong, matte~? How does a book purpo ~~;epresentation and sexua rea . 51
finally, what is the relationship between sexu
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BEYOND THE GAY/STRAIGHT SPLIT: DO SEXUAL "ROLES"
(BUTCH/FEMME) TRANSCEND SEXUAL PREFERENCE?

They began aShirleyWalton and EstherNewtonhave been friends foralmost a quarter of a century. iri d is an
joint journal in 1970after each entered the Women's Movement. Published in 1976,Women ne~ ;:';end-
exploration of similarities and differences between the two and how these affected the ong~, ly as a
ship. At the time, one was married and pregnant, while the other was just commg out p IC

lesbian. , t begun to
' After years of living with the differences ar:d remaining close friends, the two have JUssther was

diSCUSStheir sexuahty more openly and specifically. The unspoken crssumption was that E h tsmost
"butch" whil~,Shirley,,?ec~:'" she is hete;,osexual, was "femme." But now it appears that ~~bu~ch?" If
comfortable irutictinq and orchestrating sexual interactions. Does this mean that both ore

h
0- and

so, why does Esther play this out with women and Shirley with men? How and why do am
heterosexuality complicate, frustrate or facilitiatesexual desire and power? , d roles

Ibe workshop will atiempt to open up the Pandora's Box of sexual styles, ottitudes thot these
bamshed from the Feminist Movement as "politicallyincorrect." Esther and Shirley pr~pose d ffort to
styles should be examined and lived, Discussion will be opened up to participants mane
develop a more precise language forour sexuality, using butch/femme as a starting point. wton

Shirley Walton and Esther NeSUGGESTED READINGS

Hollilxrugh, Amber and Cherria Moraga, "What We're Rollin Around in BedWith." Heresies Sex Issue # 12(19811,
"The Lesbian/Heterosexual Split." Maenad, Vol. 2, No, 2 (Winter 1982).
Nestle, Joan. "Butch-Fern Relationships." Heresies Sex Issue #12 (1981).
Walton, Shirley and Esther Newton. Womenlriends, New York:Friends Press, 1976,52

I

\ ""f'

-A THEATREWORKSHOP, '
SEXUALITY AND CREATIVITY , al works bosed on ideas ongmat~

, of creating original theatnc dances and a mix of art forms,A workshop exploring techmques ali." Monologues, songs, , "
fromthe theme "Towards a Politics of Sexu 7 ing fullexpreSSiveness. d passions of each mdivid-be sed, I' fmethods fordeve op 'e the energy an , '
u man exp oration a , lnt sts and expenenc, di ectlytowomen s Issues. ill be
Working with each participant s mere ake works that speak Ir, and communication WI

ual Wewill use these personal resources to m alternate forms of leammg
,The connections of ensemble theatre dO ensorship. 'non-lined notebook, After the

discussed as will be the issues of choice an c in and also brmg a Shirley Kaplan
I can move 53Please wear or bring clothes you t i iven

workshop a collective, suggested book lis IS 91 .
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AGGRESSION SELFHO
RETHINKING p~,fC~ONADFEMALE SEXUALITY:

How does our sexuality NALYSIS
~hange within each woman~~~:;o take the speciJic forms it does- f '
nclysis encourages us to ide This workshop will foe orms which of course may vary and

the large issue of how rel~~~s: er: aggression. We mea~~ on one factor which contemporary psycho·
ways in which we learn t de Ylfree We are to experien yadggresSlon, not just hatred and rage but
perso ' 0 ea With ce an expre 'ti n, mvery early childhood ffectour own aggression durin th ss anger and assertiveness. The
rve on this theme to recent f ,a, Ouradult sexuality W 'd Ig e process of becoming a separate
cntlque has fed back into c ermnist concerns. We'll aI' t e ike to add the psychoanalytic perspec

urrent psych lvsi so ouch on . >-""~SUGGESTEDREADING oana ySIS, some ways m which the feminist
Blum H IdP S Dale Bernstein and Elsa First

K h' aro ., ed. FemalePsy h 1
.~ n, Masud. "Intima C ~?ogy. New York:Intemati .
sibes Press, 1979, pp. l~O omphclty and Mutuality in Perv on.a

1
Ur;,lversities Press, 1977.

Stoller, Robert J P . . erslOns. Alienation' PStoller R be~J' ServerslOn:TheEroticForm fH m erverslons. International Univer-
. ,0 11. exual E 'f 0 aired. Ne ~ k'Wmnicott, D. W "H . XCl ement. New York: Sim W or . PantheonlDelta P

2nd edition, 1975. ate In the Counter1ransference,?~~d Schusterrrouchstonepapea:;;~C~gi~76.
56 paper InThrough Ped' ' .mines to Psychoanalysis. Basic Books,

"We.in the1free1 world ... hllve long been familillr with intro-
~pectlon. m.tqp8ychology, p~hoBnaly~i~. It i~ true: we b~v&
'mother ,,!9y of knowing our-ae Lve e , and we ape9.Kmore freely of
our emotlon",l c omp Le xe a than of our material condition or of
our ~ocio-profe~sion'3l milieu; we. prefer to eak ourselves about
the homo~exu!l;l component of our cte-ec ter-e t.h an about the hIe t;h' ory
W lch h:1I made us 9.nd which we have made. We .•.~re victims and
qccompllcell of 11ienqti~n. reific~tion ~ndmYlltific~tion. We...
et'lgger bene s t.b the 'weIght of thinge SAid and done' of lie
'lccepted ~nd tr'3n~mitted without belief. But we h9ve'no willh~to
know it. W~ qre lIke sleepw9lkerll treading in 9. gutter. dre~ming
of our genlt'lls r-o t.he r- them looking 'It our feet."
g o r-t.r-e , Je<In-P'lul. "G:r:echoelov>'Iki'l: The Socialism that C.me in

from the Cold", 9ETWEEN EXISTENTIJ\LISMANDMARXISM.c an t.necn
Books, New York, 1974. p. 106-107.

T1lO_yO<ltn-/!>,_

COURn Y MANNERS: JeaDe J. 1Urtpatrlek, the United Statei' ebler delepte to the UlIlted Natl_.11 kItHd 011the
hand by senator1_ HelmI:be(Ot"e tettlfytrla: OIl~ S-Ior Cbarl_ H. percy _tcbes. Pap A7,

CLASS. CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL INFLUENCESON
SEXUAL IDENTITY IN THE PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP

fa Thir~ World women are victims of oppression, bath external and internalized: oppression seen as a
shZ'bm t e daily lives of these women and thus affecting their sexuality. What a person does and who
w e!leves herself to be will be a function of what society expects her to be. Psychotherapy for these
at~men can be a force for liberation or another instrument of oppression. This part of the workshop will
w empt to diSCUSSthe above ideas and their clinical implications, specifically in relation to Hispanic
omen 01' E .. Iva SpIn

and v:,e are all submerced in an historical social reality that camouflages the fa::t that we all live, feel
"d ork in the mterests of others. This has been heavily and persucsivelv mystlhed by an Idea called
el.~~;,cracy" and "the American Dream," meaning, in essence, we can all one day be alosorbecl into an
leI upper class" (never the term ruling class) and have dignity and worth therein.

C I
n an effort to pierce through this miasma I have centered my workshop presentation on an histori-

a econ ' ' . ks ' li orruc and sexual analysis of a ruling class which dominates not only our lives and wor but our
aY~f,;~ as well, and in this way to set it apart for further examination. Sockll reality ISmade actively by
o ,whether we are conscious of this or not; our reality as women ISa hmltmg sltuatlon, not a statiC
ppresslon. We can transform this situation by understanding itbetter and taking action. Pat Robinson

SUGGESTEDREADINGS
~::ronymOUS,Lessons From The Damned, NewYork:TimesChange Press, Distributedby publishers Sel'Vlces,San
C ael, California
E~;;nOliver.T~:,FoundatlOnsofCapltahsm NewYork:PhllosoplucalUbrary,Inc, 1959 "
Wom~nO,M. Psychotherapy for Hlspamc Women: Reflectionson the Past, Directionsfor the Future, MinOrIty
Freire p1cm1and Psych01O<;1l=1Inqumes, editedbyP T. Reidand G. puryear
Reich'Wiledagogy of the Oppressed.Sturdi' helm. The Mass Psychology of Facism NewYork:Farrar, Strausand Giroux,1970

Vant S Th, . erapywlth Women.NewYork:SprInger,1980 57
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THE DEFENSE OF
SEXUAL RESTRICTION BY ANTI-ABORTION ACTIVISTS

, lch abort' h rged as a critical issueIn the last ten years the controversy over a woman s ng t to Ion as erne di
' , id I ' egar mgdividing American women, The battle has made public the existence of competmg I eo ogles red to the

the control of female sexual activity. The debate also reveals that sexuahty, generally consiqn , I
so-called "private sphere," cannot be separated from the pcsitionts) w0':n",n hold in the larger S~I~
order. What are the conditions that have made cbortion so powerful and divisive as a rcdlymg ~hat
our culture at this historical moment? Who are the women fighting for sexual restrtction and
interests are they defending? " abortion

In discussing these issues, Iwill be using research material I am collecting m a study of onti- f n
activists in a small city in the upper Midwest, Fargo, North Dakota, where the recent opemng 0 ah
abortion clinic has catalyzed intense local activity on both sides of the debate. I undertook this res~rc t
because I think that feminists carmot afford to write off ':pro-life",women as villains or victims WI~t~~s
first-hand knowledge of the CIrcumstancesthat shape their worldview The objective of my work an ,
workshop is to understand the consciousness and social and historical conditions which lead women in

our society to defend the inevitabilityofmotherhood as women's primary role. , hat I
As part of my presentation, I will be showing segments froma documentary on pro- hfe wome~ tbur

am working on. Faye Gms g
Having spent the last nine years setting up and managing abortion services in non-metropolitan

areas of the United States (FortWayne, Indiana; Columbus, Georgia; and Fargo, North Dakota), I have
not only had to study anti-abortion activists, but also listen to them and learn from them. Our clinics have
run the course from emotional public hearings of 500people or more in tiny city halls, to bomb thre~ts
and bomb evacuations, to marches on the facilities by angry mobs. Always I have marvelled at t e
intensity of the anti -abortion activists' commitment, and wondered why it was there. Is it a rehglOus or
moral value? Or is it even more deep-seated than that? I have concluded and will discuss that many
anti-abortion activists view abortion with what I term a "scarlet-letter syndrome," a feeling so deep man~
press for guilt and punishment forsexual activitywith an intensity that they exhibit in almost no other P~'ll
of their lives. Susan I
SUGGESTEDREADINGS

Eisenstein,Zillah,"Antifeminismm the Politicsand Electionof 1980."Feminist Studies, Vol.7, No.2 (Summer198]),pp. 187-205. ,
Gordon, Linda. Woman's Bcx1y, Woman's Right: A Social History of Birth Control in America. New York: Penguin,
1977., ", 1
Hardmg, Susan. Family Reform Movements: Recent Feminism and Its Opposition." Feminist Studies, Vol. 7, No.(Spring1981),pp. 57-75.
Mohr,james C. Abertior;, inAmerica.NewYork:,OxfordUniversityPress, 1978. 2
Petchesky,RosalindP. AntiabortIon,Antilemmlsmand the Rise of the NewRight."FeministStudies, Vol.7, No.(Summer198]),pp. 206-246.
58

BEYOND POLITICF~NCYAND CHILDHOOD
UNDERSTANDING THE SEXUALI~ OF, INeducation forbeing a sexual person. Iuse

"ed ti for sexuahty meamngTodaymy chosen term is uca IOn "sexeducation." "n the hands
thisrather than the archaic and meanmgless tenn Is in: the capacity to stand upng~: I~ t~e functions

Humanbeings are distinct from all other mamm~ ommunicate withwords inclu mgod ti n which
free(forcarrying and other activities); the copccitv 0 cf -for-pleasure and sex-for-repr uc 10 ,

'tyf separa~o- , hofthe human mind; and the ccpcci or rt ofa bonding rekrtions ip. I lution From
meansthat human sexuality is unique to ruman~s ~~ossibilities forher/his own sexua 1~~~ougho~tlife.

Everyinfant begins with an unknowab e num ited from becoming and bemg sexu~ative congenital,
the moment of birth, the person cannot be preven en moment is the result of the c,:,u al infonnation
Asthe person develops, her/his sexuahty at any gl~ f the sexual experiences an sexu
environmental and interpersoncrl influences-an nt0 , f the child should
whichthe person has experienced up to that mome ins the body, mind and sexuahtyu~others as well as

Bypuberty, when the capacity to reproducet~th~ child has full informatIOnabolf and understands
all three have been developed in such a way s that he or she is in charge ofthat se nsibly. All of this is
about himself or herself as sexual bemgs, kno~ I sure and how to manage It res~ the inevitable and
and accepts the nature and realities of sexua Phea ponslbilities that should go WI M S Calderone

hild t cept teres t cry .necessary in order to ready the c I 0 ac ed ith other adolescen s. d h w
' ',,' th t will be form w , to understan 0ImportantrelatJonshlps of intimacy a tori of hildren without commg, N I their

' 1 ncipatlon 0 c I , I nd SOCial. at on yIt 1Svery difficult to imagine the sexua ema tpotion: economIC,lega a li has been imposed
necessary are the other relevant forms of ema~cI sed ~pon children forsexua/Z

e
post. All that was

emancipation but ours-for the guilt and shame ImtpoI'onperpetuating the wrongs 0 through life. There is
' ' new genera r eatlngus . hupon us, even as we impose Itagam, a htldhocde a slowcance de even agamst t e

1mposedon us is with us still, the wounds of o~i~e:eenth century was any ou~;:a bullying, pain and
noend to it unless we make one. Not untll the t who strikes a chIld. d :t'ng decades beforeb ), , , 'every paren d'ng an wn I ,ruta IzatJon of children. It contmues m f n before rea I
" , bef th age 0 reaso , y, tmJustJceare all things we learn ore e h ther or adults. et a
any hope of redress. 1 erience with themselv",s,~~wo children having no

Asit now stands children are forbidden sexua exp by adults The condltlons d adults which is not
the same time, they are treated as a sexual re~ur~~tionshiPs between childr~~ ~nwitheach other, with
rightsor autonomy nearly preclude any sexuaf re Il'tyin children and you 1 well intentioned, can1 " , n 0 sexua d however I' 'exp OJtative.The natural realm of expresslo h' h dominate them, an t deal of sexual po ItlCS
Peersand not with those who belong to a class whlc There is in short, a glrlea

1
,to see this discussed,

ha dl lei d r anot er. ' d I WI Ive oodr Y refrain from abuse of one nOd the young. Youan d if we are very g "
frustrating the sexual expression of children an were all children once, an our emancipation m
aln;ost for the first time in history. Considering tha~e emancipation of children IS Kate Millett
Were children still-we all have a stake m thIS, 59
retrospect, and that of the future as well.
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"Butch-fern was an erotic
J par-tner-shtp , serving both as
~ a conspicuous flag of rebellion
and as an intimate exploration
of women's sexuality."

Heresies Sex Issue 12

I ~arne out in the po" ..rful Lesbian subculture ot the
1950's as • worki"9 class hm.

POLITICALLY CORRECT, POLmCALLY INCORRECT SEXUALITY
Dorothy Allison, currently a member of the editorial staff ofConditions, has interrupted her studies in

anthropology at the Graduate Faculty of the New School For Social Research to concentrate on her
writing. For the past three years she has been working on an ethnography of the female-dominant slm
subculture in New YorkCity. Her work emphasizes both the political nature of commonly held concepts of
gender and deviance, and the class bias which dominates sexual theory in both academic and feminist
communities. Dorothy Allison

Is the idea of "Politically CorrectlPolitically Incorrect Sexuality" valuable? Does it polarize or does it
unify? Does it engender change, or does it doom us to repeat the subjective and historical past? Does it
answer, or beg, the question of how the personal and the political are connected?

Feminism is a struggle for sexual liberation. I hope-this workshop can, in confronting these ques-
tions, advance us along the road toward savoring the ambiguity at the heart ofall sexual experience.

Muriel Dimen
"Society and the Bedroom: Third World Women's Perspectives on the Politics of Sexuality." Paper byMirtha N. Quintanales.

A critique of current feminist debates regarding the nature of women's sexuality, women's sexual
oppression and the meaning ofwomen's sexual freedom. Mirtha N. Quintanales

"The fern part of Butch-Fern sexuality-a dramatic monologue starting in the fifties and raising
questions about the seventies. An exploration of fern lust, love and power." Joan Nestle
SUGGESTED READINGS
Acker, Kathy. Kathy Goes to Haiti.
Allison,Dorothy."EroticBlasphemy."The New York Native #26 (December7, 198]).
BuffaloLesbian Oral HistoryProject.WorkofAvraMichelson,Liz Kennedyand MadelineDavis.Workingpapers atLesbian HerstoryArchives.Willappear as a book.
Colette. Anything
Griffin, Susan. Woman and Nature.

Lorde, Audre. "Age, Race, Class and Sexuality: Women He-defining Different." Lesbian-Feminist Clearinghouse,1980.

Michelson,A:;ra. "S,;,meThouqhtsTowardsDevelopmg a TheoryofRoles."Unpublishedpaper, 1979. AtLHA.
Nestle, Joan. Esthers Story. CommonLives/Lesbian Lives # I 1198]) pp 5-9
Nestle, Joan. "MyMotherLikedtoFuck."Womannews, February 1982.' .
Moraga, Cherne and Gloria Anzaldua, eds. This Bridge Called MyBack. Massachusetts: Persephone Press, 1981.
Qu~ntanales,MirthaN. and Barbara Kerr."OnDifferenceand theComplexityofDesire."Conditions#8 (1982).
Sml~h, Barbara,;md Lorrame Bethel, eds. Conditions #5: BlackWomen's Issue, 1979.
Rubm, Gayle. The Leather Menace: Comments on Politics and S/M." Coming to Power San Francisco: SAMOIS,1981. .
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THE MYTH OF THE PERFECT BODY:
AGE, WEIGHT, AND DISABILITY

Th h the perfection of our bodies we areThe myth of the perfect body oppresses all women. obviousl have "imperfect" bodies, we may
expected to earn power, love and self-esteem. Smce all of us ob t tible and unlovable. As fat women,
regard ourselves and other women as damaged, worthless, :on e,;,p types and sources of oppression,
disabled women and aging women, we each face some umque s ereo
especially in the area of sexuality. .., 1 scorn and contempt. She is seldom seen

The body of a fat woman is frequently the object of ridicu e,. ti lsh her sexuality from her shame.
as a suitable sexual partner. She, herself. may be unabl~ to dISmh~' nd have the "perfect" body, then
The fat woman is driven by the hope that if only she could ose weiq a
her self would be perfect and worthy of love. lnkl reys aches and can no longer bear

The aging woman's body is sexually taboo. It sags, wn es, gty fo~passion fantasy and orgasm.
children. With her menopause, she is expected to lose her ccpcci an She is the woman we shall
Such oppressive myths lead to the sexual isolation of the agmg worn .
become. Our own fears of aging cause us to shun her. f function She is not regarded as

" rf ", ith 'mage arm or .The disabled woman's body is not pe ect in 81 er I h' xl ss object-asexual. neutered, un-
a woman at all but as a helpless, dependent child. Sh~ ~ \:r ss:~ounting obstacles, she receives a
beautiful, and unable to find a lover. Even when Idea lZ 1 Anxiety identification and dread
distancing admiration rather than sexual desire, intimocy, led ave. 's body with terror avoidance,

' lmosrf ti of a disab waman ,n;ay cause others to respond to the impe ,"': lon~ kee her sexuality a secret. ,
PIty andlorguilt. We may wish her to remam invisible and to p t al life. Societys standards of

Women equate lack of "perfection" with lack of entltlement akasexu
nd
health practitioners as theybe . lth parents caret ers a 1 wnauty are embedded in our initial intercctions WI , int I realities Too frequent y our a

handle our bodies. In this way, external standards become merna .
bodies become our enemies. , 10 standards which oppress s:>meof us. The

Even in our attempts to create alternatlves, we deve p l' ti eeds for help that dtsobled, agmg,
feminist ideal of autonomy does not take into account the rea ISICn ,
and most women have. , hat we have perceived and experienced

This workshop will attempt to raise consciousness about w bee e able to live and love in our
~?be the unacceptability of our female bodies. Together we must ~~berta Galler and Carol Munter
Imperfect" bodies. 63
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THE FORBIDDEN: EROTICISM AND TABOO
As women begin to explore their desires for sexual pleasure it becomes clear that our choices are

bounded by taboos that mark offthe acceptable from the forbidden. Even fantasiZing about crossing that
boundary raises the spectre of unnamed dangers and acts of retribution. While feminism has helped us
to feel more entitled to demand reciprocity in our social relations. when we act in our own interests to get
pleasure our sense of entitlement fades away. We are afraid to pursue forbidden sensations lest we rmse
doubts in ourselves and others about our nonmalcy, our femininity or our loveability. This resistance IS
more internal than external: we find millions of reasons why we shouldn't break the taboos and enter theforbidden.

Some of us say we are reluctant to further mess up already complicated lives, some fear hurting
others, many fear the vulnerability that comes with inexperience. Most of us have visions of newspaper
headlines screaming our perversion or people shaking their heads at this pitiful creature driven by her
unnatural, shameful desires. We are emborassed by Ourcuriosity, fearful of our "instincts" but obsessed
by our desire to cross over, to be transfonmed by experiencing the taboo.

For the purpose of this workshop the forbidden will be defined broadly as those acts, partners,
situations or fonms of speech which lie beyond our personal, cultural and political erotic pale. The
workshop fonmat will enable Women to examine the nature of eroticism and the taboos that surround it as
we encounter them in our sexual lives. Together we will name the taboos that are embedded in patri-
archyand feminism. We will question our reactions to these taboos: why are we drawn to the forbidden,
why are we repulsed by it? What are the real and imagined dangers that follow from breaking taboos?
Finally, we may consider who or what is served when women observe the taboos, and whether entering
the forbidden has transformatory power. Paula Webster
SUGGESTED READiNGS

Carter, Angela. TheSadeian Woman. PantheonBooks, 1978.
Douglas. Mary, ed. Rules and Meanings. PenguinBooks. 1973.
Gilbert, Lucyand Paula Webster.Bound By Love. BeaconPress. 1982(forthcoming).
Webster. Paula. "Pomographyand Pleasure."HeresiesSex Issue # 1211981).
64 '

ASS AND RACE BOUNDARIESSEXUAL PURITY: MAINTAINING CL ed to maintain their sexual p~rity by
" d" men were encourag 1 1 sure within pre-During much of the 19th c~,ntury;. goo wo n achieve some degree of sexua p eat the same class

denymg their bodies. Today, good women co. trnilor to themselves: members o. uality or
scribed limits, They are expected to choose partners ,SI xuality must have taken on a sImst~r railure to
and race. An improper choice suggests that ;;,:o~~r~~~t sexuality accounts for a wo:::~~ ~ndividuals
that It has somehow gotten out of control, elf Women who pursue sexual pleaure

ith
the corporate

choose someone more suitable, more like herse . irman the factory worker w men who
beYond these boundcrries v-the Ph.D, with the auto re~loss oistatus, Thus, it is likely that w~m lead
executive, the Black with the White-nsk dlSapP:~f~ other women hesitate, even Ifthey feei 1 ay
do cross these boundaries often keep Ita secret, . d the impact of
t I I .' en's lives ana sexua p easure. . f these boundanes m worn. ld deepen and

The workshop will examine the meamng 0 's sexuality. This exploratl0Il;,woduthe effect it has
. dori n women h . .. I ce anmamtaining or crossing these boun anes a men are kept in t err paD' Horrifordb . f h ny ways wo laneroaden our understandmg of one ate rna 65

on attaining sexual pleasure.
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CONCEPTS FOR A RADICAL POLmCS OF SEX
The social relations of sexuality have always been as political as the social relations of class, race,

gender, and ethnicity. However, at certatn periods of time, in certain societies, the organization of sexual
behavior is more actively contested, and in arenas more visible and centrally located. Since 1977, in the
United States and in much of the western capitalist world, sexuality has become the locus of intense,
focused, and bitter political struggle. A generation of political activists, veterans of the 1960'sand 1970's,
have been taken by surprise by attempts to reimpose tighter standards of sexual morality.

There has been a lack of conceptual tools with which to record, analyze, and position the events of
the many discrete battles in the new sex wars. Many radicals have assumed that the body of feminist
theory contained the necessary concepts. But feminist analysis was developed to describe and criticize
oppression based on gender. While sexual experience is affected by the social relations of gender,
sexuality is nevertheless not the same thing as gender. Just as gender oppression cannot be understood
by an analysis of class relations, no matter how exhaustive, sexual oppression cannot be conceptualized
by way of an understanding ofgender relations, no matter how complete.

We need to develop an analytical apparatus Specifically engineered to see, describe, and criticize
sexual oppression. This workshop will propose some elements of a radical political theory of sex. The
agenda for building such a body of thought about sexuality would include the following items: (l) It is
essential to learn, albeit critically, the existing body of knowledge about sexuality. Sexological work
contains useful empirical infonnation, as well as material from which some of the structures of erotic
oppression can be inferred. (2)It is important to get rid of the idea of sex as an asocial or transhistorical
biological entity. (3)The persistence of the western (and especially Anglo-American) idea of sex as a
destructive force needs to be explored. (4)The idea that there is a single kind of "good" sex that is "best"
for everyone needs to be criticized. (5)Above all, we need to understand that there is systematic and
serious mistreatment of pecple based on sexual behavior. Oppression generated out of sexuality is just
as real, unjust, and barbarous as are the oppressions of class, race, gender, and ethnicity. Gayle Rubin
SUGGESTEDREADINGS

Califia, Pat. Sapphistry. Tallahassee,Florida:NaiadPress, 1980.
English, Deirdre,AmberHollibaughand GayleRubin."TalkingSex."Socialist Review,)uIy-August 1981,pp. 43-62.Foucault, Michel.The History of SeXlla]ity. NewYork:Pantheon, 1978.
Gagnon, John. Human Sexualities. Glenview, illinois: Scott, Foresman and Co.. 1977.
Samois. Coming ToPower. San Francisco, California: Sarnois, 1981.
Walkowitz, Judith. Prostitution and Victorian Society. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1980.
Weeks, Jeffrey.ComingOut. NewYork:QuartetBooks,1977.
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SEX AND MONEY. . the feminist community.
f th most complex questions facmg . ed of women whileThe issue of prostitution poses some 0 . e. the rostitute as the most explOIt

Many of us are caught in the dilemma of viowmq of~urselves. . n who work
others see her as the truest and most honest roflection of the truths about the hves ofw07:,e

l
' bare

It is the goal of this workshop to seek to uncover lsome nder which that truth is buned
ci

~~ may
as prostitutes by peeling away the layers of myth°idR' ::ews with which we are all ,bur f:rnth~ way this
the reality of her life and eliminating the ~tereotypwn relationship to and responsiblhty Arlene Carmenperhaps be able to recogmze and deal WIthour 0
group ofWomen is treated by society.
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CLOSING SESSION 3:30-4:30
Dear Diary,

They've asked me to speak at Barnard. My ghosts stand up and scream.
Somewhere i still harbor a belief that "The Politics of Sexuality" is a cover
i use to hide a continual obsession with sex. Wrap it in fancy words, hold it
in an upper class academy, give it a scholarly title but my desires have smellsand textures which are often at odds with feminist orthodoxy.

I have to talk about passion in the future. But will there be a future
after Reagan? Will there be sexual difference after feminism? It's an iffy
race ... Lesbian/old gay/a femme... Will our political theories hold a place
for women like me in the future? Maybe i'll be an odd piece of history/old
dinosaur bones that women in the future find facinating and bizarre.

The conference gave me Esther. My desire today has a body, a pulse, a
start. That's how we all enter a dialogue with passion in the future.Amber Hollibaugh

II

.f..{:l hattie gossett~.f-

central jersey factorytown
northern reaches of harlem
thinking conversating reading writing jazzing
and acting out against all the bigdacdies
(partial) babysitter maid clerk annullee cleaningperson waitress badgirl
stay tuned to badgirls grapevine for news of forthcomingcollection of writings by miz hattie

"i was born into this life the child of houseniggahs and i been strugglingtrying to get home ever since."

born:
lives:
enjoys:
work herstory:
n.b:

But what of passion? I hunger
to ask women whose
desire I can almost taste
like milk on the edge of the lip
rich in a kind of deep
sweetness opening the circle
of her lips on the edge
of curling up on me
going sour. @ e;,~rYl';' /lltor4"J"I I /11 Z. .

Usually, when I'm selecting poems for a reading, I line a lot of possible
poems up in piles -- a small pile of mother poems, one of war poems, then poems
about the kids, city poems, father poems, and off to the side a big heaping
stack of love poems. Then I take one or two from each pile, to create the
appearance of balance: "O.K., a mother, a sex, a war, a sex, a father, a city,
a son, a sex." What a pleasure for me at Barnard today not to do that balancing
act, but to go directly to this most rich powerful mysterious and wonderfulsubject. Sharon Olds
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I have an oblique (perhaps slightly remote) take on the process set in
motion by the planning meetings and that will soon culminate in the conference
as an event. Looking back I find fragmentary but coherent recollections:
of the initial struggle to find the words through which to speak (of) women's
sexuality within the (mother) institution; the gaps to be bridged in
language as a pre-condition to an intersection of discourses; the penultimate
silence of the private in the face of an invitation (a summons?) to go
public. ~ u:

1.5'0 A;11 ;t1oA/PI1Y,/!?RIL 1'2- 0;./ TWO /fOVf{.:; GLc:cP

PEA-I<;OM!?'/;
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ON YOUR .::Toi/RNEY 7HlC'01/t?/I -rI-iC p!?/;vnN& P,<>C5.5/
cPe;;<5oti//lttY 17/1IN;: yo{/ (/fA/PVL/.- IT of,c.)

Ljl£' ftf"f,,-ryg,r7/!

EXPLORED THE DREAH OF HY GIRLS AND

FOUND THE GIRL OF MY DREAI1S.

Thanks to the Planning Committee,
~~In.

Dear Diary, ~
Scholar and Feminist IX•••meetings and meetings, planning for nine conferences

coordinating number one still involved in the evolutionary process of scholar and
f~minist conferences •••:Cradual, hesitant participation---efforts at linking, clear
dlsagreement, not comprehending ••••What is sexuality anyhown Struggle to.grasp
~omplexity, to examine definitions, to remap thinking••••Pensive, reflect~ve, .work-
l~g to digest, working at understanding the explorations of others, celebratlng
Sllently the diversity, praising common bonding and ••••• all le~ding to a day
whe~e we risk to explore openly a range of thinking about sexuallty •••••
EXcltement, challenge, exchange.
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I Fragments from my commonplace book--

"these pleasures which we lightly call physical"
Colette, The Ripening ~.

"love, which, ..sexual or non-sexual, is hard work"
George Orwell, "Reflections on Gandhi. II

--Quandra Prettyman StadlerII
1
1 I
'. The Scholar and the Feminist IX planning committee met steadily from

September 1981 to April 1982, during which time we reaffirmed that the most
important sexual organ in humans is located between the ears.

Dear Barbara,
I just came back from a planning committee for the Barnard Conference. They

are doing sexuality this year. You'll love it. It should be a very exciting
event: a coming out par-ty for feminists who have been appalled by the intellectual
dishonesty and dreariness of the anti-pornography movement. I am the conservative
on the committee. I mean, I understand the advanced position on porn, on sand m,
but I can't understand the argument for pederasty! Ellen says its because I am
a mother, Love,
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..--------'THE SCHOLAR AND THE FEMINIST IX: TOWARDS A POLITICS OF SEXUALITY--------,

Check-in-9:00-9:45 am-Barnard Hall Afternoon Workshops

Welcoming Remarks
Ellen V. Fulfer, President, Barnard College

1. Power, Sexuality and the Organization of Vision
Mary Ann Daane, Brown University
Barbara Kruger, Artist

2. Lacan: Language and Desire
Maire Kurrik, Barnard College

3. Political Organizing Around Sexual Issues
Cheryl Adams, Lesbian Feminist Liberation
Noreen Connell, NYC Planned Parenthood
Brett HanlfY, No More Nice Girls

4. Pornography and the Construction of a Female Subject
Bette Gordon, Hofstra University
Kaja Silverman. Simon Fraser University

5. Teen Romance: The Sexual Politics of Age Relations
Camille Bris/ow, The Center for Public Advocacy Research
Sharon Thompson, The Center for Open Education

6. Everything They Always Wanted You to Know,
Popular Sex Literature
Meryl Altman, Columbia Universify

7. Beyond the GaylStraight Split, Do Sexual "Roles" (ButchIFemme)
Transcend Sexual Preference?
Esther Newton, SUNY-Purchase
Shirley Walton, Diuna Books

8. Sexuality and Creativity-A Theatre Workshop
Shirley Kaplan, Barnard College

9. Aggression, Selfhood and Female Sexuality: Rethinking
Psychoanalysis
Dale Bernstein, psychotherapist
Elsa First psychotherapist

10. Class, Cultural and Historical Influences on Sexual
Identity in the Psychotherapeutic Relationship
Oliva Espin, Boston Un/lIers;ly
Pat RobitlsOn, clinical social worker

11. Beyond Politics: Understanding the Sexuality
of Infancy and Childhood
Mary 5. Calderone, M.D., Sex lnjormaiion and
Education Council of the U.S. iSIECUSI
Kate Millett, writer [continued]

Morning Session-9:45-I2 noon-Gymnasium

How Feminists Thought About Sex: Our Complex Legacy
Ell", Carol DuBois, SUNY-BUffalo
Linda Gordon, Unipersify of Massachusetts-Boston

Interstices: A Small Drama of Words
Hort",s, Spillers, Haverford College

The Taming of the ld: Feminist Sexual Politics 1965-1981
Alice Echols, Unil1ersity of Michigan

Moderator, Carole S. Valla, Columf,in UlIiIJf'rsity

Lunch-12 noon-1 pm-s-Mclntosh Student Center

Afternoon Workshops-l:15-3 pm

Closing Session-3:JO-4:JO pm-Gymnasium

Desire for the Future: Radical Hope in Passion and Pleasure
Amber Hollibaugh, Socialist Review

Poetry readings by Hattie Gossett, Cherrie Moraga and
Sharon Olds

Introduced by Janie L. Kritzman, Barnard Women's Center

Reception-4:30-6 pm-Mcintosh Student Center

This conierence is made possible by a gra'lt from the Helena Rubinstein Foundation
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